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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION
CUAPTRR 1 
IHTRQliUCTtOW
l.l COAL Rl-SRRVES IN SOUTH AFRICA
In ot'ler chat a nation achieves the maximum benefit from mining 
operations, it is necessary that an accurate picture be available of 
Che extent anti quality nl the reserves.
The determination of export quantities can then be fixed to ensure 
chat the different grades of mineral ace extracted at rates which do 
not jeopardies the country's own long term needs.
Many estimates have i-Pen made of tin noel reserves in South Africa 
since the first official survey was carried out by the department of 
Hines in 1913. These figures cha»ge es exploration increases and 
more efficient mining methods evolve. Different investigating 
bodies "ill also use different criteria when calculating reserves.
One of the latest reports conducted by the geological survey in 
198J,indicated that the inaitu mineable reserves of bituminous coal 
was 113 326mt with the recoverable portion being 57 54Imt. These 
results formed the basis on which the government in Nay 1981, 
allocated BOrot per year for export over the next 30 years. This 
increased the previous quota of 44mt per year significantly. De 
Jager (I).
The adjustment was as a result 0/ an increase in recoverable 
resor/as of raw bituminous coal of 32 172mt from the previous 
calculations presented by the Vetrick report of 1975, due to the 
vast amount ol exploration carried out since then.
Factnrs which influence the evaluation of a coalfield are both 
physical and economic ;
a) The extraction percentage used in planning which is influenced 
in multi seam deposits by the choice of seam to be mined first.
b) The mining cost as determined by the geological nature of the
c) The cost of beneficiation necessary to attain the desired 
product.
d) The availability and extent of the existing infrastructure.
e) The transport costs to inland market or export terminal.
f) Rand/dollar exchange rate.
g) The selling price.
h) The political situation, particularly involving sanctions.
As the volume of economically recoverable reserves is influenced by 
various external factors, these reserves cannot be regarded as being 
fixed, but are dynamic with regular updating being essential in 
order that planning can be adjusted if necessary.
PETROGRAPHIC QUALITIES OF SOUTH AFRICAN COALS
South African coal characteristics vary from those of Europe and 
North America, Equipment designed for European conditions has often 
experienced problems when tried in South Africa. This has at times, 
been due to the unexpected differences in terms of mechanical 
cutting, breakage, crushing and abrasion. A result of this has been 
the production of high quantities of dust and reduced amounts of the 
sized product.
The rank of the coal refers to the degree of oetamorphism undergone 
by a coal seam due to time, temperature or pressure. In South 
Africa, the influence of rank has not yet been quantified in 
relation to the mechanical properties of coal. This is due largely 
to the methods used in the northern hemisphere being unsuitable for 
South African coals. Falcon (2).
r mechanism to determine the cuCtability of the coal is necessary in 
ordir to gauge the -"facts on mechanised mining. The cuttability 
can be termed to he a combination of Che undermentioned mechanical
a) Hardness, which affects the penetration at the point of 
cutting.
b) Strength, this affects the resistance to sustained compression.
c) Friability affects the capacity to break up once penetrated.
d) Abrasion affects the erosion and wear on the equipment.
These primary claosifications explain the variances in the 
characteristic mechanical behaviour of the coal in the various 
coalfields of Southern Africa.
COAL PRODUCTION IN SOUTH AFRICA
South African coal sales have grown dramatically in the last 20 
years. Since the oil crisis of 1970, local sales hevs shown r 6% 
growth rate per annum.
See Fig. 1.1 - South African Coal Sales.
In 1986, local sales were worth Rl,8 billion with exports worth R3,2 
billion or 16% of S.A.'s mineral export earnings, making it second 
only to gold. From a tonal sales of 169,7 million tons, exports
amounted to 44,8M with the local market absorbing 124,8 million
tons. In 1987, total saljs had increased by 7 million tons, 
although exports fell by 2,5M tons. There was, however, a
substantial decrease in export revenue, which fell i.u R2,3 billion, 
while revenue from local sales increased to R2,5 billion.
Provisional figures released for 1988 show export tonnages virtually 
unchanged at 42M tons, although revenue has increased by R0,4
billion to R2,7 billion. This can be attributed to the weakening of 
the rand against the U.S. dollar and a firming of international coal 
prices towards the end of the year. Local coal sales continued to 
grow, up 4H tons to 139,7H tons, with the large increase in revenue 
(K3 billion), being l,-,ri$ely attrlbutabla to the internal rate of 
inflation.

'[■6
Major coal exporta started around 1970, when an agreement was signed 
between T.C.O.A. and the Japanese steel mills far the export of two 
and a half million tons of low ash blend coking coal.
Since the opening of the Richards Bay coal terminal in 1976, S.A. 
has grown to establish itself as one of the world's major coal
As the quality of the Insltu coal is not high, a considerable amount 
of ingenuity and engineering expertise is needed to produce coal 
suitable for world markets. In order to meet the demands of the end 
user, selective mining is beins practised together with two-etagn 
benefieiation yielding low ash metallurgical coal and power station 
steaming coal.
Typically, Witbank 2 seam coal could be beneficiated to yield 26% 
low asn coal and 542 steam coal.
Run of mine tonnages amounted to 210 million tons in 1987, with 
53,760 production workers being employed, which gave an overall 
output per man shift of 13 tons. This compares with 16 tons for 
Australia and 10 tons for the U.K.
In the last 10 years, S.A. has managed to secure about 25% of the 
internationally traded steam coal market. It is unlikely that this 
figure will ever be exceeded, as prudent buyers normally limit their 
purchases from any one country to not more than 308 for reasons of 
security of supply.
The market is now becoming more competitive, as new operations in 
Colombia and China enter the export market. In order to be compet­
itive, these countries are having to sell their coal at virtually 
cost price. Colombian coal from El Cerrejon is being sold at prices 
which cannot even service the capital committed to this project. 
China would he prepared to make a loss on its coal sales for the 
more valued foreign currency which it derives. This forces other 
exporters to follow suit, dropping their prices to below economic 
levels simply to remain competitive.
In order that S.A. maintains its present market share it Is 
necessary that it :
a) Maintains a reputation as a secure and tellable supplier 
through harmonious industrial relations and internal stability.
b) Prodrces coal of au acceptable quality for large coal users,
c) Continues to mine coal cost effectively and safely.
d) Maintains .in efficient transportation infrastructure which 
enables coal to be offered at a competitive delivered price.
e) Provides effective technical services, i.e. quality control, 
pre-sales and after sales services,
f) Controls the inflation rete and keeps price rises below this
r) Maintains a credible rate of internal reform so that 
sanctions fail to become an important issue.
The imposition of sanctions by France, Denmark and Che United States 
and tl.e present world glut of coal, continue to affect the export 
market. Export tunnages have dropped by 6? (2,5M tons) over the 
previous year ''86) with revenue being aown a staggering 0,9 billion 
due largely to a stronger rand/dollar exchange rate.
In the past 3 years, the total labour force has been reduced by 8000 
to 92 000. Increasing mechanisation and rationalisation on the 
collieries is expected to reduce this figure by another 5,000 this
The international coal markets are now extremely sensitive to cost 
with r situation o' ■w-jraupply developing due to the new market 
players. S.A.'s double figure inflation, in contrast with other 
exporters, lias blunteti her competitive thrust.
The other serious aspect is the increase in rail tariffs to Richards 
Bay. Since March last year, those costs have risen from R22,90 a 
ton Co R23 a ton from the Witbank area. This now accounts for 
almost 40# of the price to the consumer. The result is greatly 
reduced profit margins making many mines marginal or uneconomic. 
Over the some period, export competitors such as Australia have 
managed to reduce their tariffs.
On the domestic coal market, the rnte of expansion hag decreased 
with tha reollsacion that energy requirements ore not ..icreaaing at 
the rate they were forecast to a decade ago. The building 0/ new 
coal fired generating capacity is being slowed down as the economic 
growth race lias decreased and more efficient use is being made of 
the available power.
A breakdown ot local sales reveals the following :
Electricity generation 51,6%
Industrial and syntuels 32,2%
Metallurgy 6,4%
Merchants and domestic use 4,48
Transport 0,8%
Mining 0,6%
The ic:al market /or eeeara coal and the synfuel industry are secure 
with large, tied collieries supplying their needs. Their 
development is jointly financed by the coal user and the mining 
house. This market security allows them to sell their cos I at a 
reduced profit margin. Boiler technology has now advanced to the 
stage where those installations can burn very poor quality coal as 
low as 16MJ.
Further expansion of the synfuel market cannot bo justified at 
present on economic grounds because of the low crude oil prices. It 
is likely however, that this will provide an increased market for 
future coal sales.
ISl-OR is the largest domestic consumer of metallurgical coal, using 
approximately 5H per annum. About th eo quarters of their needs are 
supplied by their own collieries.
Their quality parameters are much more stringent and are achieved by 
selective mininp. and careful beneficiation. They arc planning 
expansions at some of their smaller coal mining operations, as well 
as thoir largest, GraoCogeluk, where additional coal will bp 
supplied lo K.S.K.O.M.
QUALITY CONTROL IN THE MINING OPERATION
The users of cool can be split Inco 3 different categories :
£l) Heaeine and steam-raising.
b) Carbonization to form cokes and chars.
c) Conversion to synthetic gaseous and liquid hydrocarbons.
Its most important chemical and physical properties are therefore 
those that determine its response to oxidation and reduction.
The selection of the mining method has o large influence on the 
quality of the product which is produced in terms of :
a) Ability to which a produce of uniform chemlcsl composition can 
be produced.
b) The amount of removable impurities which are mined.
c) Control of size and size ratios.
d) Control of moisture.
The petrography of the coal in the seam does not remain uniform, and 
therefore, tha quality oC the coal marketed depends upon intelligent 
foresight, planning, execution and supervision.
The problem of preventing contamination of the coal at the working 
face during mining is greatly increased if the roof or floor 
material is soft or irregular. This can be compensated for by coal 
being left in the roof or floor. Unless the fraction which was left 
vas of an inferior quality, then the expected extraction ratio is 
reduced.
Skilful operation and supervision in the application of conventional 
or continuous mining equipment govern the successful elimination of 
floor or roof impurities. Coal cutters may be used to cut above or 
below undesirable coal.
Systematic checking of the thickness of vool and bottom coal or the 
following of a oatker hand can ba used co ensure selectivity. Such 
selectivity may not be possible where the seam Is very narrow.
Continuous miners can be employed to extract a selected portion of 
die saam, but only if if. does not undulate too much. Their 
effective operation depends to o large extent on the skill and 
attentiveness of the machine operator. They have a tendency to 
churn up o weak floor, and the cutting horizon is difficult to 
control with the high levels of dust which are produced. With 
pillar extraction, contaminants are often loaded where the coal 
comes into contact with the goaf.
Host often, continuous miners and longwalling is used where the 
mining is non-selective and is practised over the full seam.
With longualle, the opportunity for the exclusion of roof and floor 
material depends largely upon the correct selection of the 
equipment. This will ensure Chat no roof or floor Is cut Co allow 
for the passage of the machine and supports. If weak floor 
conditions prevail, the facepans and supports must be selected so 
that they do not exacerbate the problem. With poor roof conditions, 
retractable sprags can be provided on the supports.
Where sizing of Che product is important, the selection of the 
continuous miner and shearer will play an important part. 
Differences in size between coal produced by conventio-al mining and 
that cut by machine, is most pronounced in the coarser size ranges.
Continuous miners produce o substantially smaller amount of plus 
50jms sizes than are produced by blasting though there are only 
slight difference!! In the under 6mm fraction.
The moisture content of raw cool varies considerably frost seaia to 
seam. it has numerous undesirable effects such as increasing 
transportation costs and causing handling problems. Preparation is 
made mori! difficult when it is ncicky. Any additional increase in 
water during the mining operation can usually be cut down by careful 
mine dcnlp.n and operation.
The selectlo.i of a suitable 
influenced by a largo number ' f 
the targeted market which d. ■ -i 
a few. The bottom line must L. •, 
this porameteri It Is necesaary 
Implications of both reuourcs tiff
system t>f underground mining Is 
fnctora. Geological conditions and 
is the quality of the coal, are but 
it, be cost, but when considering 
ijke cogni-iince of the long term 
•1, ion and price escalation.
OPENCAST: MINING
Opencast mining Is relatively new to South Africa. The first large 
scnle opencast mining prcjuct commenced in 1971. Previous to this 
time, coal seams with an overburden of loss than 25m were often very 
difficult to mine, either by surface or through underground mining.
tricially, coal reserves which had an overburden of less than 35m, 
vers considered to be minea'-le by opencast methods, but as equipment 
has improved, stripping depths have become deeper. In some 
instances up to 70m.
Thy main technological restraints imposed with Increased depth are 
the reduction In the extraction rate due to the amount of overburden 
which has to be handled.
The seoloyy of the cnnl field in important when considering opencast 
mining, especially in so Ear as the thickness and type of overburden 
is concerned. This influences the overburden-to-coal ratio, the 
stripping ratio, which along with the quality of the coal, 
determines the economics of the operation. The type of overlying 
strata influences tUe csl of overburden removal by dictating Che 
required spacing of the shot holes and the amount of explosives
An important advantage of opencast mining where a multiple seam 
deposit is eoncernod, is that all the seams down to the stripping 
limit can be taken.
Some form of haiiaficiation may often be required due to the 
difficulties of 'urating the coal and rock in the pit.
This project report will concern itself only with underground mining 
methods.
CHAPTER 2 
COKVSHTZOMl HIWIA'C
CONVENTIONAL MINING
2.1. THE DEVELOPHEN’r i)*-' MECHANISED CONVF-NVrONAL MINING
2.1.1 Introduction
The first moves to mechanise a room and pillar mining 
operation into the conventional mechanised mining system of 
today, were made around the turn of the century when coal 
undercutting machines were produced in Britain and America. 
It was not until the i54G's however, that self propelled 
machines wet-, developed to perform the various functions of 
the conventions] mechanical coal winning process. Although 
newer mining systems have superseded the conventional 
system,it is still popular in the U.S.A and South Africa i.n 
particular.
2.1.2 Handloadlng
Handloading has remained viable for small operators of high 
grade coal scams who cannot afford to invest in mechanised 
equipment. The production potentials for such sections are 
small, with a maximum of 4,500 tons per month being 
realistic from a complement of 45 section workers. Due to 
the labour Intensiveness of handgot sections and continuous 
haulages, rising labour cost? are making this mining method 
less viable. A further important aspect is that the manual 
loading of coal is becoming unattractive due partly to the 
liifher accident ratu which Is involved. Where stooping 
operations are conducted, the slower advance rate results in 
a decreased percentage extraction.
2.2 THE ADVANTAGES OP CONVENTIONAL MINING
Conventional mining offers the most flexible mining system for the 
production of high tonnages, given a competent roof such as ia 
present in the South African coalfields.
tThe conventional mining system otters the following advantages i
a) Geological disturbances in tne coalfield i.e. dykes and faults, 
can most easily be worked through with conventional machirery.
b) The machines can successfully negotiate gradients and poor 
underfoot conditions that would stop a continuous miner.
c) Conventional mining offars che l/est opportunity of raining a 
large sized product making preparation costs cneaper. The 
reduced amount of fines result in less discard at the 
preparation plant.
d) The conventional section in contrast to the continuous vtner 
section makes use of a number of production machines, each with 
a separate function i.e. cutting, drilling and loading. These 
one function machines ure comparatively less complicated and 
thereCore less likely to malfunction.
e) By keeping the machines operating o few faces apart where 
sufficient workirg places are available, small breakdowns can 
he attended to without disrupting the production cycle.
£) Should a serious fault arise, a backup machine can quickly be 
brought into operation.
The loading machines normally have a loading capacity in excess of
normal loading requirements, giving it the ability to nake up at
least a part of its lost time resulting from breakdowns to itself or
outbye equipment:.
2.3.1 The Advantages til Conventional Mining
The advantages of conventional machinery are as follows :
a) Less dust is created by the machinery. The better 
visability makes for a safer working environment with 
less risk of lung disease to the workforce.
b) The smaller machines allow for a larger passage of 
ventilating air in the faces.
c) There is no prolonged working of a machine against: the 
roof staking an ignition less likely.
d) A comparatively smaller advance Is gained with each 
blast, which exposes less roof for support.
2.3.2 The Disadvantages of Continuous Mining
The disadvantages of conventional mining from a safety point
of view can be listed as follows i
a) A blasting section leaves a rougher roadway profile then
b) The roof can be damaged due to careless drilling which 
will require additional support work.
c) The rougher profile offers greater resistance to the 
ventilating air though multiple entries and returns make 
this less important.
d) The dangers associated with blasting operations.
e) The working of multiple entries makes the job of 
supervising the section more difficult. A greater 
responsibility is placed at the hands of the individual 
operators to ensure that their work is performed 
correctly.
2.4.1 American Mining Practise
American mining operators favour small sections with five to 
seven roadweys. The smaller section ensures that less time 
is spent on tramming, which makes operations easier when 
less personnel are employed in the sections. Fewer section 
roadways offer less margin for machine downtime as a 
breakdown at one part of the cycle will very quickly bring 
the operation to a standstill. U.S. operators tend not to 
have backup machines available. This requires that the 
working machinery is kept in top condition. Their machine 
maintenance takes place during special maintenance shifts at 
night or week: ’
2.4.2 South African Mining Practise
South African operators favour larger sections tilth many 
headings. Extra labour is employed in the sections to speed 
up the operation.
Backup machines are usually available in the section as 
machines are generally takvn off for raintenance on the day 
shift when more supervision is available. Large breakdowns 
occur when the preventative maintenance is not as good as it 
should be, often because of a high turnover and shortages of 
engineering staff. the backup machine then plays an
important role in keeping the section operational. With 
better engineering standards, problems can be addressed in 
their infancy and regular maintenance and servicing ensures 
that breakdowns occur less frequently, as worn components 
are identified before failure occurs.
IKE IMPORTANCE OF C0NV1OT10NAL MINING IN SOUTH AFRICA 
Conventional mining is still the most popular underground mining 
system in South Africa.
The relatively shallow coal seams allow for high extraction ratios 
as small pillar centres can be left which increase the productivity 
of Che system. In medium seam heights, conventional mining offers 
Che highest production rates in bord and pillar operations.
SECTION CONFIGURATIONS
Traditionally, single header sections working a largo number of 
roadways have been operated. The slower rate of advance with this 
type of section reduces the frequency of belt extensions, and the 
large number of working places enable geological problems to be 
negotiated without oroduction being seriously affected. This layout 
does have the disadvantage of slowing down the production rate, as 
longer tramming distances are involved when working the flanks. The 
barriers may not bu worked every time, es- ecially, if there are 
problems with the loading operation. This results in their falling 
behind end affects the proper ventilation of the section.
When tramming distances are reduced, a higher rate of production can 
be maintained. This can best be achieved by reducing the number of 
working places to the minimum that are required for each piece of 
equipment. This would be :
1) Roofbolting.
2) Cutting.
3) Drilling.
4) Charging up/blasting.
5) Loading.
To eliminate any waiting time which the different machines may be 
subjected to, an additional face should be available for blasting, 
allowing fumes to clear and for duffing (where necessary).
With a seven road configuration, a small time interval is available 
to cater for delays to the production machines. This would allow 
for minor repairs to be carried out as required.
LABOUR REQUIREMENTS OF A CONVENTIONAL SECTION
2.7.1 Foreign Practice
American, European and Australian labour costs determine 
that section complements should be trimmed to the minimum.
A typical American conventional section would comprise of 12 
persons. Harrold (3).
: Loaner operators
1 Coal cutter operator
1 Drill r-g operator
1 Charger/shot firer
2 Shuttlecar operators
1 Ventilation man
2 Roofbolt operators
1 Mechanic/Electrician
1 foreman
This would represent a 30% increase over that of a 
compatible continuous miner section.
Although the S. A. complements are larger, a higher 
production rate is expected from the sections. The 
complement is deployed such that no job sharing is required
Manning Requirements of o South African Section
2.7.2.1 Face Drills
Face drill rigs are now replacing hand held coal 
drills in most conventional sections. The resulting 
increase itt production potential and reduction of 
section labour justifies the capital expenditure.
2.7.2.2 Coal Putters
Floor cutting is practised where the coal to be 
mined overlies a poorer quality cool. The coal 
cutter then maintains the cutting horizon. This 
technique con result in a slower cutting rate when 
hard stone is encountered at the marker bond.
Where the required floor is a atone band or a hard 
seam floor, the cut is taken in mid seam to avoid 
the pick contact with the hard cutting horizon. 
With this technique, the coal cutter can select the 
moat easily cuctible coal within it's boom reach. 
The disadvantage is that the duff has to be cleared 
before the bottom holes are drilled or charged up 
(if they were pre-drilled). Very often the bottn ■ 
holes are drilled with a hand held drill which 
enables the coal to be blasted away from the contact 
more cleanly. The mechanical difficulties of 
operating the face drill successfully when the boom 
has been swiveled by ISO" have not been fully 
overcome. Drilling la mode more difficult where a 
floating atone floor exists.
3 Duffing
Cleaning the duff so that the face can be drilled (or 
charged up), requires that a further stage be added to the 
production cycle.
j?
The methods available ure by hand loading, mechanical shovel 
or gathering arm loader.
Hand loading is slightly slower, and requires 3 people while 
a mechanical shovel requires only 1 driver who can sweep the 
section when he is not juiixi.z. As an alternative, the 
spare loader can be used to remove duff, an operation which 
would require two operators. One loader could load and 
remove duff, but the reduction in the production potential 
of the section would not merit this.
Labour Complement of a Single Header Section 
A typical complamenC for a South African single header 
conventional section would be 25 where the following 
equipment was employed
1 Roofbolt machine
1 Gathering arm loader and 1 spare
2 Shuttlecars and 1 spare
1 Coalcutter and 1 spare
1 Drill rig and 1 spare
1 Feederbreaker
The labour would be made u
1 Section miner 
X Team leader
2 Roofbolt operators
2 Coalcutter operators
2 Drill rig operators
3 Charging assistants
1 Plnchbar attendant
2 Loader operators
3 Shuttlecar operators
1 C..H.D. operator
2 EDD operators 
1 Tip attendant
s follows :
1 Titter aide 
1 Electrician 
1 Electrician aide
iSuch a section has the pocencial to produce 80,000 tons of 
coal per month on a double slilft boels, given good mining 
conditions and a medium seam height.
CONVENTIONAL STOOPING
2.6.1. Pillar Extraction
Conventional mechanised stooping sections are operated in 
competition to continuous miners by several S.A. mines.
The use of conventional equipment Is restricted in stooping 
operations, to the pillar extraction method. In contrast to 
continuous miner sections whore each pillar la 
evBtesiaticnlly extracted along the stooping line, the nature 
of operations in a conventional set up determine that 
several working places be made available. For this reason, 
each pillar in the stooping line is worked, taking cere that 
no one pillar Is extracted taster than the next. The most 
popular stooping line is maintained at 45” to the direction
Experience has shown a five pillar panel to be the most 
practical foe a stooping section. This ensures that the 
rate of retreat is maximised, giving the beet opportunity 
for the extraction of the snooks.
l!.8.2 Minin;’, Krpicmpnt
As the pillar extraction section is already developed, a 
minimum amount of equipment is required to work it. This 
could comprise of :
t Roofbolt mociiine nnd i spare
3 front end loaders and I apnre
6 Electric coal drills
As an altsrnacivo to the front end loader, 
loader and two shuttlecnrs may be operated 
sufficient space to manoeuvre b 
supports.
the temporary
Labour Requirements for a Stooping Section 
Labour requirements for a stooping section would typically 
be greater than for a conventional development section. 
Thia is despite the fact that less equipment is operated and 
due to the greater amount of support work required. A 
typical labour complement would be :
y  <' '
■if
.Vi
Electrician
Helpers
1 Section miner
2 Roofbolter operators
3 Front end loader operators
4 Electric drill operators 
3 Timber attendants
1 Pinchhar & water attendant
1 Duff attendant
2 Box attendants
1 Ventilation 4 stonedust actc 
1 Tip attendant
Production rates in medium seam eights are i 
35,COOt pel month, which is t.o more than coul 
thi development section. The effective tons 
with stooping, due to the extra presonnel. 
and withdrawal of supports limits the production tempo.
2.9 THE OPERATION' OF I.HD'S IN A PRODUCTION SECTION
Diesel front end loaders have the advantage of being able to 
double up as supply vehicles to the section, though they 
require higher ventilating quantities.
nlikely to exceed
er man is reduced 
The installat<m
iElectric front end loaders lack the flexibility of the diesel 
unite, but are a cleaner machine and their quieter operation 
enablee a better monitoring of roof conditions in the stooping
The factors influencing the cost efficient operation of LHD's
a) Tramming distance.
b) Tramming speed.
c) Bucket capacity.
Tramming distances in a production section are usually kept 
below 100m due to practical section configurations. This 
ensures that the machine is used within its most efficient haul 
range. The difference in cost per ton for various bucket 
capacities are less marked at lower tramming distances. So 
too, is any variation in tramming speed. Major (5).
An increase in efficiency resulting from higher tramming speeds 
is often overshadowed by the detrimental effect that this has 
on the machinery. Smaller machines have the advantage of 
oanoeuverobillty in the underground section which offsets their 
increased cost per ton.
Figure 2.1 (after Major), shows a comparison of cost per ton, 
for consumables only, against tramming distance for various 
machine sites.
2.10 TH1H SEAM MINING
Seam heights of less than 1,5m are generally referred to as 
thin seaiii. The practical working heights for such seams 
extend down to 0,9m with conventional equipment and 0,75m with 
a continuous miner.
With narrower seam heights, the economics of the operation ere 
adversely affected, as the reduced output causes an increase in 
the cost per ton.
COST PER TON OF CONSUMABLES
FOR VARIOUS SIZED LHDS
?5 50 75 100 125 150 175 20 0  225 250 275 300 325 350
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Fig 2.1 (oiler Molor'
iProductivity simulations and practical experience have shown 
the most productive thin seam primary extraction method to 
favour Che use of conventional equipment rather than continuous 
miners. From studies carried out by the Chamber of Hines of 
South Africa, the avernRe equipment availabilities for the 
various machinery pla- d an important part in determining the 
realistic monthly pro,., cion. Conventional equipment was found 
to average 83% availabilities, while continuous miners averaged 
62" and 581, when used In conjunction with continuous haulages, 
Trueman (6).
A double header conventional section has die best production 
potential for thin seam mining. Production rates of 40,000t 
per month could be expected with seam heights of 1,5m, given 
favourable mining conditions. The best loading equipment for 
thin seams is the scoop tram, as the lesser tonnages which are 
produced par blast can most easily be loaded out, with a Self 
propelled load haul dump unit. Shuttlecars are unable to 
transport large tonnages due to the height restriction. The 
raunoeuvering of a loader around the section delays the 
operation to the extent that cannot be made up when loading.
Although a section can produce more coal using scoops or 
shuttlecars than with LHD's, the equipment would ho chosen, 
after consideration of the mining conditions prevailing.
Scoop trams can out perform LHP's dus to their larger carrying 
capacities, but they are less able to operate where 
unfavourable floor conditions c::iat. The smaller bucket 
capacities of the LHD's arc suited to uneven floors or gradient 
work ,md where both coal and stone arc to be handled.
.1 DOl'HLE HEADER CONVENTIONAL SECTION
2.11.1 Mininp. Conditions
A double header section has a number of important 
advantages which can increase the production of coal. 
It is best uuited to good underground floor and roof 
conditions.
$This is nucessory in c-rder that both sides of th>> 
section can advance at an even rate. It is also 
important that the tramming conditions around the tip 
ore favourable and areas of poor root do not prevent the 
splits from being holed. This would increase the 
tramming route and alow down the loading operation.
The optimum situ tor a double header section with single 
conveyor he] t is 15 roads. With large pillar centres, 
the number of roadways may need to be reduced, thereby 
affecting the flexibility of the section.
.? Advantages of a Double Header Section
The advantages of n double header section are :
a) The concentration of two single header sections 
increases the level of supervision.
b) Spare machines from one section can easily be
..upped to compensate for breakdowns in the other.
c) Artisans from one section can readily assist in the
d) A single miner could cover both sections if 
necessary.
e) The supply at materials, stonedusting and 
maintenance of service roads, conveyors and 
ventilation controls is simplified.
H There is less chance of running out of mining and 
engineering consumables,
g) A measure af competition e:lints between the two
gangs which fosters better standards and production.
With split ventilation, each section Is supplied with 
lrash air ho personnel are not subjected to any 
increase in airborne dust levels.
i.
.3 Double Headar Section ulth Twin Conveyor Balt
A double conveyor system increases the production 
potential from the section. This can be achieved by 
having two section belts which feed onto the trunk, or a 
single section conveyor, with a portable conveyor 
delivering onto it via a cross cut conveyor. The cross 
cut drive could be eliminated if a belt bender were 
employed.
.4 The Advantage of a Twin Conveyor System
The advantages of a twin conveyor system are :
a) Each section can work more roadways for a decreased 
tramming section.
b) The tipping area is less congested, giving each 
section 3 tipping points, which results in less 
shuttlecar waiting time, especially where a feeder 
breaker is required to regulate the flow.
c) This increase in working places is important in 
maintaining a continuity of operations. It allows 
for a natural spacing out of the machinery as the 
various cycles operate at different -..peeds depending 
on the conditions which are encountered in each 
face. As breakdowns occur, a - rater time margin is 
allowed for before production is brought to a halt.
.5 Double Header Machinery Deployment
Machinery deployment for each side of the double header 
section would be similar to that of the single header 
section, chough savings in spare equipment ,'ould be made 
if desired.
.6 Double Header Manning Requirements
Manning configurations would also be similar. A 
reduction of one tip attendant where a single conveyor 
is operated would be unlikely, due to the increase in 
the amount of spillage.
CHAPTER 3 
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CHAPTER 3 
CONTINUOUS MINERS
3.1 THE GROWTH OF CONTINUOUS MINERS
Continuous miners began to be Introduced In the U.S.A. around 1948 
and gained popularity through the 1950's and 1960'b. In 1968 they 
became the largest underground production method in the U.S.A and 
today 3 000 continuous miners are producing two thirds of that 
countries total underground production. Harrold (3).
In their evolutionary process they progressed from fairly primitive 
versions with ripper chains and swinging cutter heads to the present 
configuration with a solid, chainless or nearly chainless cutter 
drum. The machine mess and installed power has generally increased 
over this period so that they can more effectively cope with more 
demanding conditions.
Continuous miners started to become popular in S.A. during the mid 
seventies and since that time their numbers have risen steadily. 
The fact that they were easily manoeuvrable meant that they fitted 
well into the conventional system of moving from heading to heading. 
They incorporated the under-cutting, drilling, blasting and loading 
steps of conventional mining and left the hauling and roof control 
steps nearly unchanged.
In their early days they were regarded as being something of a 
specialist machine to be used in areas of poor ground control but 
today with around 125 deployed in 18 collieries they are firmly 
established us an alternative production system.
Much research has been undertaken to increase the performance of 
these machines and the Chamber of Mines has played an important
Since 1978 they have been correlating information which has been 
supplied monthly by the collieries.
/CONTINUOUS MINER OPRRAIIONAi FACTORS
3.2.1 Protlucilvicv of the Contimioua Miners
The Chamber o£ Hines of Souch Africa Coal Mining Laboratory 
define production time as Che available section time minus 
the downtime.
The machine availability is a relationship between the 
output per operating time (the time that the machine was 
cutting during the shift) and the output per total time (the 
time during which the operators were in the section). 
Hardman (7)
The average machine availability calculated from the data 
which was submitted by the collieries was found to be 67,1%. 
There was however, a wide range of production rate values 
due to the large data set. This averaged out to be 76t per 
operating hour and Sit per total hour.
a.':.2 Production Time Vs Production Rate
From analysis of the submitted figures 1c was found ..hat 
there was little variation in production time per month for 
the various types of machines at the different collieries.
When machines which operate under similar conditions were 
conparad, large differences in the performance statistics 
were found. This would indicate that the differences were 
due to ti;e operational and engineering procedurei.
Thu mining muthod has a wry important influence on the 
production rate.
Studies made at one colliery where the management and 
engineering procedures were consistent, with little 
variation in aenm conditions showed conslderabla variation 
in production rate as the mining method varied.
. . . . -
Ill is is due largely to the effect of section geometry on the 
shuttlecar and continuous miner tramming times in addition to 
the cuttability of the coal being affected by the additional 
stress levels involved in rib-pillar operations.
TABLE 3.1 shows the difference in output between different 
mining operations.
MINING SYSTEM
PRODUCTION OUTPUT PER 
OPERATING HR
OUTPUT PER 
TOTAL HOUR
Rib-Pillar 
Longwall Devel-
This amounts to approximately one third of South African deep 
mined coal. Continuous miners applications tends to be
restricted to medium height seams although there are s few 
operating in narrow and thick seams.
Of the total number of machines operational in S.A. the 
following represents a fairly accurate breakdown of the height 
of seams in which they are operated.
I I a in
TAI1IE 3.2 I BEAM HEIGHT I OPERATION
I < M m  I U
| 1,5m to 2,4m | 16$
| 2,4m to 3,0m | 368
| 3,0m to 3,4m | 28$
I 1,4m to 4,2m | 188
i.
Cuttlna Helahc 
Cutting height 
performance, 1
a an Important influence on lu-section 
s Is due to a number of reasons :
The sumpins operation Is less productive than 
shearing therefore in higher seams a greater p
productiveoperation is constituted by tl 
operation.
b) In lower seams a greater proportion of the machine's 
time in spent on tramming due to the cutting operation 
being that much shorter.
c) The lower scsb height also Inhibits good supervision of 
the section and makes the work more demanding. This 
results in the necessary preparatory work not always 
being completed ahead of the machine and Jobs such as 
cable handling becoming more ardous.
The drilling of roofbolt holes msy reruita the use of 
three different size drill steels.
d) The availabilities of the machine in lower seam heights 
also tend to suffer from the less pleasant conditions 
under which the engineering staff operate. Persons ire 
less lioble to undertake preventative maintenance, get 
around the section less frequently and hence fail to 
take corrective action before a breakdown occurs.
Variation in Actual Perform i Performance
Although the continuous miner cutting drum may be rated 
between 600 and 250t/h the actual results which are achieved 
rail considerably short cf this (on average 92 to 48t/h), 
Thin is due mainly to section designs and the machine 
operating procedures, with machine downtime having a lesser
To determine the overall production rate it is necessary 
thi't the cutting rate be considered.
t.
The cutcitiy rnCe is the first essential value which 
determines the overall production rate of the machine 
cutting at the face. It ia n weighted average of the sump 
and shear cutting rates.
cutting rate => tons/suoc + tons/ahear 
time/sump + time/shear
the factors which affect this are:
a) The mechanical characteristics of the machine 
i.e. mass and installed power.
b) Cutting mechanism factors
i.e. pick configuration! their type and condition of
c) Properties of the coal Hearn
i.e. hardness, frequency of cleats, fractures, mineral 
inclusions and confining pressure.
d) Face cutting sequence - where the drum is sumped and the 
direction of shear.
e) Advance per cycle.
Cutting Force
Cutting force refers to the force acting on the pick In its 
direction of cutting. The average cutting force multiplied 
by the distance cut gives the work done by the pick. The 
norm- force acta perpendicularly tj the cutting force and 
Is the force which must be overcome in order to keep the 
Vlik at the required depth oE cut.
Roxberough (8).
See Figure 3.1 (after Roxberough).
The specific enurgy is the work done per unit volume or 
weight of coal cut and is the principal measure of cutting 
efficiency. Any rlecreaue in specific energy means an 
Improvement in cutting efficiency.
PICK CUTTING FORCE
F ig 3.1 I uftsr Noxborough )
The Effect of Pick Spacing
This Is an important design consideration of the 
manufacturer. It influences che boom force and torque 
required at the cutting head. As there is a strong 
correlation between depth of cut and pick spacing it is 
important that the most efficient combination is found. 
Boardoan (9).
While the widest spacing is potentially the most efficient 
the picks must be able to cope with che higher forces 
generated in cutting deeper so that an interaction of the 
picks can occur.
As there is a geometric similarity in the groove formed by a 
pick cutting to different depths, spacing can conveniently 
be expressed as a multiple of cutting depth.
Pick Influence
Most mines have conducted their own investigations into 
which pick type was best suited to their conditions. 
Despite claims of the various manufacturers the differences 
as far as cutting rate is concerned are very smell, though 
the benefits of pick life against cost may be attractive.
The sharpness of the pick is important and worn picks can 
reduce the nutting rate by over 40% whilst increasing the 
make of dust. Rataj (10) The most popular method of 
maintaining the picks in a sharp condition is through an 
anchorage such os the tri-tive system where tliy picks are 
allowed to rotate in their fastenings promoting a self 
sharpening action.
Advance Pi»r Cycle
When the cutter drum sumps into the face a decrease in 
tramming speed is affected hy the control circuitry as 
resistance increases. When the drum has be«n sumpod into 
half Its diameter and the maximum number of picks are now in 
contact with the coal no further decrease occurs and the 
aumpiiiB speed remains relatively constant.
Tha Effecc of Pick Spacing
This is an important design consideration of tha 
manufacturer. It influences the bocro force and torque 
required at the cutting head. As there is a strong 
correlation between depth of cut and pick spacing it is 
important that the most efficient combination is found, 
lioardman (9).
While the widest spacing is potentially the most efficient 
the picks must be able to cope with the higher forces 
generated in cutting deeper so that an interaction of the
As there is a geometric similarity in the groove formed by a 
pick cutting to different depths, spacing can conveniently 
be expressed as a multiple of cutting depth.
Pick Influence
Most mines have conducted their own Investigations into 
which pick type was best suited to their conditions. 
Despite claims of the various manufacturers the differences 
as far as cutting rate is concerned are very small, though 
the benefits of pick life against cost may be attractive.
The sharpness of the pick is Important and worn picks can 
reduce the cutting rate by over 40% whilst increasing the 
make of dust. RataJ (10) The most popular method of
maintaining the picks in a sharp condition is through an
anchorage such as the trl-tite system where the picks are
allowed to rotate in their fastenings promoting a self 
sharpening action.
Advance Per Cycle
When the cutter drum sumps into the face a decrease in
tramming speed is affected by the control circuitry as 
resistance increases. When the drum has been Bumped Into 
half its diameter and the maximum number of picks ore now in 
contact with the coal no further decrease occurs and the 
flumping speed remains relatively constant.
prevent any loss of
3.2.9 The Optimum
energy reduces with depth of
See Figure 3.2 (after Roxborough).
3.2.10 Face Cycle Rate
:ting cycle
which comprise the face cycle are thi 
shooting (the cutting cycle) plus
The forces required for Bumping are significantly higher 
than the required downward force on the boom for shearing. 
It is vital therefore that floor conditions and the condi­
tion of the cat tracks is good to prevent any loss of 
traction. Although thero are fewer picks engaging the coal 
when shearing the action of sumping has opened up a second 
free face which is exploited by the cutter drum.
The Optimum Depth of Sump
From underground studies, the following results have
emerged:
a) Cutting torque increases linearly with depth of cut for 
both sumping and shearing.
b) Specific enorgy reduces with depth of cut. larger sizes 
arr produced with less energy being wasted through the
See Figure 3.2 (after Roxborough).
c) The cutting rate increases linearly with shearing depth.
It is therefore apparent thst sumping in the boom i its
maximum will maximise the cutting rate.
Face Cycle Rate
This is the average rate which a continuous miner would 
produce coal disregarding the interruptions wl .1 are caused 
with its transportation. Ratnj (10).
It is defined .is the ratio betveen the amount of ccal
obtained from a cutting cycle and the face cycle time.
face cycle rate = tons per cutting cycle 
(t/min) face cycle time
The operations which comprise the face c,cle are Chat of 
sumping and shearing (the cutting cycle) plus the 
non-productive operations of raising the cutting boom and 
manoeuvering between cutting cyclca. Also included is the 
time spent trimming the roof and floor.
2-5
polnled picks 
150 mm spacing
2-0'
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Increasing the tace cycle rate therefore, can be achieved by 
paying attention to the following operations:
a) Increasing the cutting rate.
b) Trimming tho roof and floor at pro-determined distances 
in order to maximise efficiency.
c) So unnecessary floor sweeping being done with the c/m.
d) Efficient face cutting sequence.
e) Cutter boom lift speed not being allowed to fall below
manufacturers specifications.
f) Efficient handling of cable when tramming between
headings.
Output per operating time takes consideration of shuttlecar 
change out belays and time spent tramming the continuous 
miners which are affected by the particular section 
geometry. The overall production rate or output per total 
hour can then he calculated which includes nil the delays in 
the production of coal.
HUMAN FACTORS WHICH INFLUENCE PRODUCTION
From experiments conducted by the Chamber of Mines it was found that 
all other factors being equal the rate of production from a given 
depth of sump was not consistent for different c/m operations. This 
became apparent in numerous observations with different types of 
machines. The sequence in which the roof was being trimmed also had 
an important beari -g on the efficiency of the cutting cycle. 
Sump log in adjacent to the roof and effectively trimming it wouli 
reduce roof trimming time, though in areas where the roof was uneven 
a further roof trimming cycle may often he required.
There is a high skills level which needs to be attained by the 
driver in order that he operates the machine at its most efficient.
The Imparting of this knowledge can be greatly helped by training. 
The development of various other control features on Che continuous 
miner could also assist in Chls regard I.e. :
a) Sump depth Indicator.
h) Shear down rate as compared to the optimum.
Obviously, the mechanical condition of the machine Is very important 
and the tramming circuitry and boom lift race are two prime factors 
which have a direct influence on the efficiency uith which the 
machine cuts coal.
Notwithstanding the fact that a malfunction of the machine leading 
to downtime directly Influences the available cutting time, the 
consequences are often more far reaching. Some machine downtime is 
usually allowed for when calculating the expected produc. '.on rate 
but if this starts to become excessive then the morale of the 
production team can be affected. This results in the machine 
faiHnp, to perform at its potential cutting rate during the period 
that It In available. The engineering department is therefore an 
integral part nf the production team. Preventative maintenance 
whl.'h stems from careful observation by knowledgeable personnel 
plays a critical part in the efficient and cost effective running of 
a production section. Potentially large breakdowns can be quickly 
rectified before they become serious and result in the breakage of 
further components. Scheduled maintenance plays a very important 
part in picking up these problems. There can be no doubt that 
regular stoppages for such work pays vidends.
The efficiency with which the section Is managed is also a key 
aspect In its productiveness. There are great benefits to be gained 
by having a well qualified supervisor running upi rations at the face 
as a well planned operation is Invariably subjected to t, delays.
Observations were undarunken in Ainorica by various industrial 
engineering companies to invastigote the large numbers of unneces­
sary delays which appeared to be affecting the production cyclc. 
When the performance characteristics of the haulage equipment and 
the roofbolting cycle wen looked at more carefully it become 
apparent that it was almost always the continuous miner which was 
the critical element affecting section productivity. The skill of 
the operator was again paramount in determining the efficiency with 
which the machine operated. In the U.S.A. many machines are opera­
ted remotely, often due to low seam conditions and to proUect the 
driver from dust. This makes good operation difficult as the driver 
does not have the same feel of his machine though considerable 
advantages are derived from the safety point of view. Harrold (3).
THE EFFECT OF THK HAUI.AiiE SYSTEM
3.4.1 Shuttlecars
With an intermittent haulage system the most critical area 
io the time required to change out cars at. the face. 
Vehicle capacity is also mi important factor with speed, 
haul distance and the use of a feeder breaker being 
secondary. When tramming distances increase, speed, 
capacity and the use of a feeder breaker become important. 
By haviriR larger capacity cars and ensuring that the 
shuttlecar change out was within one cross cut of the face, 
haulage delays were held at a minimum. While diesel and 
battery equipment offers advantages over cable vehicles as 
far as flexibility is concerned, the initial capital outlay 
is greater.
3.4.2 Continuous Haulapog
As their technology Improves continuous conveyor transport 
systems are gradually replacing the shutElecar. Often they 
comprise an extendible or fixed mobile conveyor mounted on 
rubber tyres. By interlocking these haulage units a 
flexible connection ia formed between the continuous miner 
and the section belt.
Belt benders have now been perfected which can turn the belt 
by any angle up to 90 degrees allowing one continuous 
conveyor belt to transport coal from the continuous miner 
on to the section conveyor. Despite early problems with 
spillage these units are becoming more popular with many 
operators now claiming benefits in productivity and reduced
PRODUCTION CONFIGURATION FOR CONTINUOUS MINERS
3.5.1 Mining Methods Employed
The application of continuous miners in South African Mines 
is varied. They are engaged in a wide variety of coal 
getting operations in differing seem heights and conditions. 
Their present distribution can be summarised below:
Bord & pillar development 54%
Longwall development 20%
Rib pillar section 16%
Filler extraction 10%
3.5.2 Bord and Pillar Development
Board and pillar developments typically vary from five to 
eleven roads with pillar centres averaging 25 metres.
Sections ate commonly worked with either 1 or 2 production 
units, tilth coarsed ventilation it is becoming more common 
for only unu unit to be operated nt a time due to the high 
levels of dust to which personnel on the return side machine 
are subjected.
3.5.3 Cutting Sequence
Various cutting sequences ere practiced depending an the 
preference of the operating company and numerous studies 
have been conducted to optimize the cutting cycle, 
tiheeler (11) and Posniak (12) produced a computer program 
that simulated the cutting cycle in a continuous miner
■t
The cutting sequen<.e when one machine is available varies 
from that of n double header section. With one machine 
operating at a time the opportunity arises to tram the other 
machine to its next cutting position or pull it out of the 
tnce being cut to allow for roofbolting, examination and 
changing of picks, where necessary.
In areas o£ bad roo£, roofbolting is the biggest constraint 
to continuous production. Although some of the larger 
machines have on board roofbolting systems, independent, 
self pi'opelled roofbolt machines are still preferred. These 
ensure chat the operator ia not working in the return air 
while the continuous miner is cutting and enable bolting to 
be carried out right at the face if conditions so require. 
An on board roofbolting facility would also atop the coal 
winning process completely should it develop a fault.
Future developments Indicate that "Hands off" bolting is 
likely to come to fruition in the near future. This would 
be an automatic bolting facility which would allow the 
operator to bolt from the safety of his cab.
The Joy "Link Sump" miner (12CM 10-13 ADLS) has now been 
developed which enables the cutting Jib to be Bumped forward 
0,75m without the body " the machine moving. This allows 
the machine to remain stationary for a longer period of time 
while producing cool, so that on board bolting operations 
can be completed.
fnlcul^ tlnr. the Optimum Cutting Cycle
The Chamber of Mines of S.A. have developed a program which 
calculates the production potential of continuous miner 
section layouts. Numerous different configurations, 
straight line, herringbone and designs which ensure one part 
of the suction is kept in advance, have been evaluated. The 
input required by the program ars the section dimensions 
including number of headings, pillar size, bord width, 
mining height and distance uf advance foe each lift in 
stroiKhts and splico,
i.
The position of the faces from the tip-end with number of 
through roads end the proposed petition prior to the next 
belt extension are also input. See Figure 3.3 Machine 
information includes roofbolting time and machine tramming 
time, continuous miner loading rate and tramming spaed.
The number of shuttlecors operating, their pay load and 
tramming speed both full and empty, together with their 
discharge time are entered. The shift time and combined 
machine availability calculated for the operation as a whole 
is also an input and the following results are obtained :
a) The available face minutes per shift
b) Tons per face minute
c) Tons per shift
d) Total tons for the planned mining cycle up to the next 
belt extension.
The continuous miner utiV-otion, shuttlecat change out and 
wait on fihiirtlnr-ir t' •uloted. Shuttlecar change
out distances, for., -nces and tons per km of
travel are worked her with various factors
pertaining to the shuttleca. utilization.
See fig. 3.4 (from Chamber o," Mines of South Africa).
Program Limitations
Results can be compared for different section layouts in 
order that the most efficient be determined, The influence 
that the cutting sequence has on section ventilation is 
however not taken Into account and has to be considered 
separately. This is important in order that the desired 
tramming roads are not blocked by ventilation control 
barriers.
The continuous minor, which can flit at 2CWmin, is 
restricted by the time it takes to move its trailing cable 
and therefore the cutting sequence should be planned to 
reduce this to a minimum.
PROPOSED CUTTING SEQUENCE FOR. 
COMPUTER EVALUATION
Fig 3.3
I
I
COMPUTER GENERATED PRODUCTION SIMULATION
t after Chambers ol Mirim, of South Africa I
I
liia positioning of the section switches is important in this 
regard, ns veil as ensuring that the desired roadways can be 
cut with the standard cable length, usually 200m. A typical 
cutting sequence is shown for a seven road double header 
section. Set Figure 3.5 The sequence ensures that each 
machine does the same amount of cutting. The first splits 
are cut to the right in order that the ventilating air can 
be channelled through the newly opened roadway when the 
adjac.’t.e splits are cut. The switches are positioned so 
that the cable movements are minimised and the maximum reach 
is attained. Machine maintenance and breakdowns disrupt the 
cutting sequence and result In Increased tramming distances 
by the continuous miner. This has to be accepted otherwise 
the proper ventilation o£ the section will suffer as the 
roadways arc cut out of sequence,
Often the most desirable layout cannot be worked due to 
design constraints imposed !>y the overall mine plan i.e. I
a) large pillar centres have to be worked when a increased 
safety factor is desired, (the more advantageous squat 
pillar formula is not yet generally permitted).
b) Barrier pillars have Co be left to protect the roadways 
from subsequent total extraction resulting in large 
pillar centres.
c) The conveyor may not be positioned in the centre road os 
this would not allow belt drives to be established for 
subsequent developments.
Chain P.ond Developments
Continuous miners ate ideally suited to working chain road 
developments. These are driveages which are advanced with 
the minimum number of roadways for the development of either 
longwall or rib pillar extraction sections. The small 
number of faces that are worked with this type of driveage 
make a blasting section inefficient.
See Figure 3.6.
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CUTTING SEQUENCE FOB A CHAIN ROAD DEVELOPMENT
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In South Africa the development of one single roadway is not 
popular ond the luxury of developing more than one can be 
afforded due to the relatively light support work which is 
necessary. Multiple roadways make for easier ventilation 
during development and ensure unrestricted access for free 
steered vehicles, a much more versatile transport system.
A three rood chain road development can he advantageous with 
longvnlls. The conveyor is sited in the middle road so that 
one of the pillars is extracted as part of the face line and 
a mid gate is formed next to the maingate roadway. This 
allows on easy access to the face machine for service and
The development may leave small pillars which are partially 
extracted and become crush pillars or leave large 
stabilising pillars.
Tt'TM. EXTRACTIVE METHODS OP MINING
3.6.1 Total extraction can be achieved with continuous miners when 
the following reining methods are practiced. This will be 
conditional on the necessary permission being received from 
the surface land owners and the inspectorate due to the 
subsidence which results.
3.6.2 Rib Pillar Extraction
Rit pillar extra :tior. involves the systematic remova' of 
coal between the goaf and the development roods using the 
solid as yet intact rib of coal to provide the major 
support. The method is fairly new to South Africa with most 
of the pioneering work having been carried out in Australia 
since permis Ion was granted for the mechanical extraction 
of pillars in the t95ti'e.
One popular system which was developed in Australia is Che 
Wongawllli mechod. It provided a single working place which 
reduced Hie posslbili^ L’ of leaving remnant pillars in the 
goaf. This enables the coal to he extracted In a "stress 
relieved" area. Various derivations of the Wongawllli 
method are practiced depending on local conditions. Typi­
cally chain roads are driven out to form a central pane' of 
coal which is to be extracted. From the chain road, splits 
arc systematically driven across the panel to Che barrier 
which may be a goaf or another chain road.
Between Che split and the goaf a rit of coal Is formad which 
is subsequently pocketed on retreat. The small F..ocks which 
are left are crushed by the goaf. Usually rha pillars of 
the chain road are also taken. The next split is very often 
being developed in advance of the stooping operation by - 
second continuous zsiner allowing one machine to be dedicated 
to stooping. The width of the rib will vary according to 
conditions. If the ground conditions arc bad the rib may be 
narrowed allowing the continuous miner to extract it while 
the driver remains under thu supported split. The machine 
could also be operated by remote control.
It is important that every effort be made to complete a lift 
and partially taken lifts should not be left at the end of 
shift otherwise large snooks may be formed which cause 
weifiht to be transferred to the development roads, resulting 
in deteriorating mining conditions. The single split can 
lead to ventilation problems if the goaf seals off the 
ventilation. It may not be desirable to ventilate through 
the goaf if the coal is conducive to spontaneous combustion. 
In this Instance an exhaust column is carried in the split. 
Where the goaf is sealed off the dangers of methane 
emissions arise with a fall in barometric pressure, tilth 
the long single entry the travelling time for the shuttlecar 
in the split is too long.
See Figure 3.7 (after Fauconnier).
THE WONGAWILLI METHOD OF RIB PILLAR 
EXTRACTION
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Extraction ratios can be as high ub 90% when good nining 
conditions prevail.
The Munworral) Method
The Munmorrah method which was also developed in Australia 
is vary similar to the Vongawilli method in the way that the 
chain roods are driven and the area blocked out. The rib of 
coal which is left after the split is driven, is wider, over 
20m. m s  rib is then split into pillars. From the roadway 
which is formed the machine cuts pockets (lifts) into the 
pillar thus extracting it. The pillar is often determined 
such that the continuous miner operator works from under the 
protection of the roadway supports.
As the pillar is extracted from the goof towards the split a 
breaker line cf timber or hydraulic supports is installed 
after each lift to protect the roadway from a goaf overrun. 
Ventilation can be coursed around the continuous miner with 
the aid of extraction fans or if conditions allow channelled 
through cite goaf making for a cleaner working environment. 
Average production rates of 500 tuns per shift are similar 
to the Vongawilli method with 90% extraction ratios being 
achievable Riven fuvourable conditions. Fauconnier (13)
See Figure 3.8.
South African Rib Pillar Stooping
South African collieries have favoured the Munmor.-ah method 
of rib pillar stooping and methods similar to it have been 
trim ad SiRmu, KrteL and Nttf Denmark collieries. In each 
case bleeder roads were established through the goaf. The 
system operated at Krial and New Denmark ensured that two 
spjitfl with connecting laterals was driven across the panel 
which allowed the shuttle-:ar change out point to be 
positioned cIobo to the continuous miner.
At New Denmark one machine was used to dt.slop the splits, 
while the other was used solely tor stooping. Cross belts 
vgic installed to reduce shuttlccor tramming distances.
THE MUNMORRAH METHOD OF RIB PILLAR 
EXTRACTION AS PRACTISED AT 
NEW DENMARK COLLIERY
X  RooraoLTS SCALE I: 500
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Fig. 3.0
This higher rate of extraction which was achieved helped to 
maintain better face conditions due to the faster rate of 
retreat. Both machines could produce a total of 40 OOOt of 
coal i er month from o 2m seam height with an 85% extraction
The design of the panel width has to taken into account the 
thickness end caving characteristics of the rook strata 
overlying the coal seam and the section must be designed to 
handle an increased ronke of water and gas due to caving. 
The local roof strata must be able to safely bridge the bord 
and the increasing diagonal working span without falling. 
Early end tegular caving of the upper and local roof strata
roadway without overrunning the breaker lines. The 
increased stress to which the pillars are subjected ensure 
that the energy exerted by the continuous miner in cutting 
the coal is greatly reduced and the coal is loaded at a 
faster rate.
Pillar Extraction
Pillar extraction has been practiced in South Africa for 
many years being more popular in the thinner seams of Natal. 
Where thick seams exist top or bottom coaling is preferred, 
the apparent abundance not being conducive to the develop­
ment of pillar extraction. Generally pillar extraction is 
easier at greater depths as better caving is induced in a 
reasonably competent roof, which is necessary in order that 
It may be held by temporary supports. The supporta must be 
readily removable and remnants able to be crushed in order 
that weight is not transferred onto the working area.
The reason for pillar extraction is often to provide 
additional reserves once an area has been worked out rather 
than ss a planned conclusion to primary mining. With the 
latter cane the pillars can he extracted before the roadways 
are allowed to ntnnd and deteriorate allowing the conveying 
system mil services used in primary mining to be reused.
i1 ■
Larger safety factors in excess of 2,2 are designed for 
primary raining and panel dimensions often with reduced bord 
widths are calculated with due regard to the rock mechanics 
of total extraction. Pillar extraction Increases the 
loading on pillars in the vicinity of the goaf edge and 
hence the strength must be greater than that required Co 
support the static load Imposed In primary mining. As the 
pillar is reduced in alee during the mining process so 
stress increases. The success of recovering it before 
failure depends on the rate of removal. Continuous miners 
therefore have an important edge in this respect and afford 
a greater degree of protection to the operator with less 
people being exposed to risk at the working face.
The Mining System
Pillars are commonly extracted by either of two methods 
'open end' or 'pocket and fender'. These two tec .ilques are 
the moat commonly used tv vstematically reduce the pillar
See Figure 3.9 (after Fauconnier).
side of the pillar next to the goaf with the remainde. of 
the pillar complementing the artificial support.
In the 'pocket and fender' system the pillar is reduced by 
taking a pocket out of its centre. The fenders give good 
support Dili can supplement either props or roofbolts. If 
possible they too era recovered.
This method is often preferred with continuous miners. With 
either method it is important that the pillars are removed 
In ci sequential manner to avoid protrusions into the goaf 
and formation of highly stressed areas. For this reason an 
extraction line angle of 45% is often chosen. In order to 
optimize the tramming distance the conveyor road is situated 
nearer the trailing edge of the stooping line.
f
PILLAR EXTRACTION MINING METHODS
USUTU COLLIERY -  EXTRACTION SEQUENCE OF
LIFTS IN OPEN -  END P ILA R  EXTRACTION.
USUTU COLLIERY -  EXTRACTION SEQUENCE OF 
LIFTS IN THE POCKET AND FENDER 
METHOD OF EXTRACTION
I'iq .4U (oiler Fouconnler)
Support can be by either hydraulic props, timber or roof- 
bolts. Given that the roo£ la not too friable roofbolts are 
preferred In mechanised sections dui to their rapid 
Installation and non interference with tramming routes. A 
practical height limit of 3,5m is imposed in the workings 
due to the breaker lines which have to be Installed. 
Fnuconnier (13).
Continuous Miner Pillar Extraction
South African conventional mining pillar extraction 
operations have largely been replaced by continuous miners 
due to the following reasons i
a) Higher productivity of the system, 
bj Reduction of costs per ton mined.
c) Greater safety.
d) Less labour intensive.
e) Greater concentration of supervision as only one pillar 
is extracted at a time.
f) Greater control over the goafing of the roof.
The percentage extraction in panel is slightly lower for a 
continuous miner, 85X as opposed to 90% because n solid rib 
of coal is left on the goof side edge of the pillar. The 
production equipment normally consists of one continuous 
miner and three shuttlecars.
H ub "total extractive" method of mining tan readily he 
undertaken with continuous miners for very little extra 
capital outlay. A large degree of flexibility can be 
catered for as variations in the mining system can be 
developed to cater for quite differet - mining conditions.
/
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3.7.1 The dusu problems crenteU by continuous miners ore more
serious than Chose produced by either conventional or 
lonRwall mining. This is dun to the difficulties of 
ventilating headings adequately, to dilute the large amounts 
of dust which nre produced whilst cutting. The cyclic 
nature of the operation requires thnt support work sometimes 
takes place on the return side of the machine exposing those 
personnel to high t'ust levels, tilth longwall mining better 
ventilation and new technology ensure that fewer people are 
exposed. The increased health hazard which high airborne 
dust concentrations create has prompted the sovorrmerit 
mlnlnfs engineer to implement stricter legislation as the 
number of continuous miners have grown. The proposed meei! 
dust exposure concentration for anv mining operation shell 
not exceed 3,0 mg/m3 over an eight hour shift period. The 
Implementation of effective counter measures ere therefore a 
prime consideration of the operator.
Ufio uf the following dust allaying equipment:
a) Spray nozzles which are mounted above, below and to the 
side of the cutting drum and can deliver up to "O i '
of water at 7,5 MPa (75 bet) via a high preBBUf
b) Hydraulic or electric fans which draw air from beneath 
the boom via intake ports through a flooded bed scrubber
prior to exhausting on the return side.
c) Water powered venturi systems which produce finely 
atomised snrny while moving large quantities of air 
across . • cutting head.
These mach systems, when used in conjunction with the 
more manoeuvrable hydraulic fan and light weight fibre glass 
ducting, are successfully reducing the dus' concentrations 
in continuous miner sections.
$INCREASED EXTRACTION WITH BORD AND PILI.AR MINING
3.8.1 The Squat Pillar Formula
Tills formula allows for a higher primary extraction ratio to 
be designed for at greater working depth. Salamon (1982), 
saw the need to cater for mine pillar designs where the 
width to height ratio was greater than five, this being 
beyond the raage of the ai't&inal analysts. Madden (14).
The squat pillar formula is ait extension of the pillar 
formula which was developed by Salamon and Hunro (1967), and 
\iMcVi has been used successfully since then Eor coal pillar 
deziifSn.
The formula was developed from statistical analysis of 
collapsed and intact pillar geometries, and states :
Where V is the pillar volume si*
R is the pillar width to height ratio 
o-p is the pillar strength (kPa)
K is the strength of a unit of coal (kPa)
Pillar strength is a function of the geometry and 
comporJ.tion of the pillar. The deformation behaviour of a 
pillar changes with increasing width to height ratio.
Materials that exhibit brittle violent failure nt low width 
to height ratios can exhibit plastic rr e/en ductile 
behaviour at large width to height ratios.
The squat pillar formula takes into account the increase in 
the strength of a pillar as its width to height ratio 
increases. Various reseorchts have stated that the pillar 
formula probably underestimated the pillar strength when tl.’ 
width to height ratio exceeds 5 or 6, The limitation of the 
pillar strength formula is that it assumes th»t the strength 
of a pillar increased proportionally with a power of the 
width to height ratio. (K0’593).
tSalomon proposed that when Che width to height rntio, B of a 
pillar oxcceils tViB critical width to height rntio, So, then 
the strength should he expressed in the form.
= KVn (8fi + S )
Wlieru 8,6 and 5 are dimensionlefis parameters and is the 
strength of n squat pillar.
Parameters 8 and £ can be determined from two conditions of 
continuity.
It is postulated that nt R = Ro
% - o; 2S = -^ 2
Flora these relationships the following ca- be derived which 
has two unknown Ro one £
Where K Is the strength of a unit cube of coal(kPa)
V !ri the pillar volume (m3)
R is the pillar width to height ratio
R<> « Is the critiffil width to height ratio beyond
which the pillar should be wgarted a; sqtat.
6 = is tho rate of strength increase.
rhis formula is compatihle with the pillar formula of 
Salomon and Hunro when Bo < R.
l.aSorntory InveMtij’nttona
InvoHtiKations Into the general behaviour of squat pillars 
conducted with sandstone specimens, fitted the squat pillar 
formula well and uhoued the following ;
/
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Specimens with «idch to height ratios of 1 to 2 rapidly Insa 
load after the penk strength. As Che width to height ratio 
increases, there is a transition in the mode of failure from 
a titittlc to plastic mode of failure which occurs between 
the width to height ratio's of about 5 or 6, while spiel;'j.iS 
with a width to height rntio of 8 display a ductile fai- .re.
The change from a brittle to ductile behaviour at large 
width to height ratio's is of groat significance as far as 
the stability of bord and pillar workings involving squat 
pillars is concerned.
SelectiH? The Values Of Parameters Ro And g 
From field evidence it was found that no pillar with a width 
to height ratio of greater Chao A has collapsed. The value 
of the critical width to height ratio was selected as 5. A 
value of 2,5 was chosen for £ . This is considerably lower 
Chan that obcained from the laboratory tests on the sand­
stone specimens.
Figure 3.10 (after Madden) shows an increase in strength 
derived from the squat pillar formula as the width to height 
racio increases.
Designs using Che nquat pillar formula are at present bainp 
permitted by the government mining engineer on an 
experimental basis uncil the relevanc parameters have been 
confirmed by field investigations.
The Ejfi.cc Of Spi-Hing On I'lll.ir Strength.
The effect of spnlling and geological weaknesses on pillars 
is reduced as the size of the pillar increases due to the 
smaller percentage of the pillar area which iu affected with 
increase in size.
The strength of the corners and sides of the pillar and the 
resulting spelling is however independent of the width to 
height ratio. Pillar stresses along the pillar aides are 
often greater than Che strength of the coal making 
fracturing unavoidable.
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PlLl 4R S iTINGTH CALCULATED BY THE SQUAT PILLAR FORMULA AND 
THE CURRENT PILLAR STRENGTH EQUATION
STRENGTH = 7,2
—  § £ %
(STRENGTH BCREtoc)
PILLAR  WIDTH to  HEIGHT RATIO
Fig 3.10 ( after Madden)
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Supporting Che fractured surface will considerably enhance 
Che confinement of the central core and therefore the 
fractured layer must be included in the dimensions of Che 
pillar when considering the width to height ratio.
Side wall support is used underground to prevent accidents 
which can result from sidewall collapse, not Co prevent 
violent pillar failure.
'US MINER MANNING LEVELS
American Continuous Miner Sections 
Outputs from continuous miner sections ore typically in the 
order of 500t per shift with output per man shift (OMS) 
values as high as 60c. This makes them not only excellent 
development systems for retreat mining but also very viable 
mining systems in their own right.
Manning levels for a U.S. c/m section are typically seven:
I Miner Operator
1 Miner Assistant
2 Shuttlecar Operators 
2 Roofbolters
Mechanic
One utilities man is often used on one shift ro assist in 
the ancillary operations. The artisans work alone, the only 
assistance being given by apprentices if there were any in
training. Each section has a section foreman who Is
responsible for ensuring that safety codes are followed,
inspections are completed etc. He performs the role of the
shift overseer and engineering foreman in S.A.
tSou Eli African ConCj nuous Miner Sections
WhilsC some S.A, operators are achieving production rates in 
excess ot 1000c per shift they would be hard pressed to 
match the O.M.S values of the American operators. U.S. 
operators limit their section complements to the minimum in 
order to reduce labour costs. S.A. practice has been to 
maximise production levels and accept the higher manning 
levels because of the relatively cheap cost of labour. This 
is true for both production and development sections.
The inevitable increase in labour costs is however forcing 
operators to cut their manning levels. Unskilled workers 
are being trained to fulfil a wider job category and machine 
men trained to be multi operators, further reductions are 
possible by reducing the chain of command and taking away 
the team leader. It is unlikely chat production would need 
to be sacrificed in order to reduce labour costs.
A typical complement for a single machine continuous miner 
section would be as follows i
1 Section Miner
t Continuous Miner Operators
2 Shuttlecar Drivers
2 Roofbolt Operators
1 Electric Drill Operator
2 General Labourers
1 Belt Tailend Attendant 
1 L.il.D. Driver
1 Electrical Aide
_X Fitter Aide 
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3.10 MAXIMISING PRODUCTION
3.10.1 Absenteeism
With a reduced workforce the problems of absenteeism become 
more Important and might result in production sections being 
closed down to man up others at times of high absenteeism. 
With a large workforce sufficient labour is available to 
allow production to continue.
Successful U.S. companies have overcome the problem of 
absenteeism by ensuring that their employees are given a 
good remuneration package which when linked to productivity 
incentives increases the responsibility of the individual 
for ensuring that company goals are attained. In non 
unionised mines this has been particularly successful w* th 
employees realising that they are an important part of ,e 
production team. This in turn enables the operation to 
become more self supervising.
3.10.2 Management of the Operation
A continuous miner is a complex machine which requires a 
high level of technical expertise in order that it is 
maintained n optimum condition. A high standard of 
operator and artisan is required to ensure that the machine 
gives good availabilities. This is evident from the wide 
range of production figures which are achieved by diffetent 
S.A. operators, given that conditions do vary.
In order that the best results be achieved the following 
criteria have to be met:
a) Personnel must be carefully selected and properly 
trained and organised in a functional manner.
b) Artisans with good mining skills are recruited and given 
specialised training applicable to the specific 
continue is miner and associated machinery.
c) A structured maintenance program with a firm management 
commitment.
d) Maintenance facilities must 1 adequate, systematically 
arranged and properly tooled.
e) Planning and record keeping are crucial segments of the 
engineering organisation.
f) Working conditions are conducive to retaining personnel,
g) Personnel ate positively motivated to ensure that they 
give a high level of commitment to their work.
ctmcumoBs - continuous miners
3.11.1 Mining systems
Continuous miners can be considered for a wide variety of 
mining systems which range from primary development work 
with multiple or a limited number of headings, to full seam
Their application is best suited to specialised work such as 
chain road developments, where the limited number of 
headings is restrictive on a blasting section, and to pillar 
extractions, where they offer a greater degree of safety 
than conventional stooping. Unique mining systems have been 
developed for the continuous miner, namely rib pillar 
stooping.
Continuous miners are useful where poor roof conditions 
prevail, as they cause less dating, to the over.'ying strata 
than with blasting. Adverse floor conditions will however 
cause problems, as the heavy machine lacks manouverabili'-y.
1.11.2 Technological considerations
The continuous miner requires a high quality of maintenance 
from skilled artisans, in order that it performs at its 
optimum rate. Serious consideration has to be given to the 
training and retention of such personnel.
Labour requirements
The system is less labour intensive chan a blasting section, 
but a smaller tonnage wouM be expected, given compatible 
condition.
Application
Where high seams are mined In conjunction with good floor 
conditions, the potential tonnage from the continuous miner 
section rises and the engineering costs decrease.
Given these conditions and "hen employed In one of It's 
specialised applications, the continuous miner offers a 
useful mining method.
CHAPTER <1 
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tONGUALL MINING
4.1 THR IHCREASK I ^ POPULARITY OF T.ONGWALL MIHTBG
4.1.1 THE ORIGIN i.OmiWALl.'l'.U
Mijr.hanlaed Iv "wall faces were developed from European hand 
got longwalls whine the coal was hewn by hand, loaded on to 
tuts and pushed to the gate rood. Support was by props and 
bars and the roof was allowed to cave as the face advanced
Gradually, the system was refined as face conveyor belts, 
undercutting machines and then the walking chock were 
developed.
Present day state of the art longwall equipment represents a 
tremendous leap forward In technology over the past 30 
years. This has boosted the production potentials of 
today's longwall faces quite dramatically.
4.1.2 OHRPFHT WORLD WtOP. TREHDS IK l.OHGtl-M.t. MltllUG
Around 502 of the world's total underground coal production 
is presently being mined by the longwall system. Longwall 
mining has always been the most popular underground mining 
method in Europe.
ilui to the largo aconnirir potential of long-all mining, 
countries which traditionally employed room and pillar 
mining methods, i.e. VSA, South Africa, Xustralia, New 
Zealand and India, are switching over to longwalling.
From 1X178, ll.S, longwall production has jumped from 42 to 
17,771 (1985) of underground coal production in a bid to 
accelerate improvements in productivity and efficiency, 
Modern longwalling equipment has typically increased 
production from SUOt per shift in 1980 to average 2725 tons.
■*
S.A. LONSWALI.IMG
Although aomB longwall syatems were triad In the 1920's end 
30's in Natal without much success, because of the 
inadequacies of the timber and friction prop support system, 
the first S.A. longwall was installed at Durban Navigation 
Colliery in 1965.
Sasol's first longwall commenced production in 1975. This 
was after earlier experiments with chocks (1967) had proven 
the rock mechanics to be suitable. It was felt that the 
increased tannages which could be expected from the more 
modern equipment would make the system economical. Since 
then, a further 7 have heen installed at Secunda.
During 1985, twelve longwall faces produced approximately 12 
million tons.
At the present time there are IS longwall faces being 
operated at the following mines i 
Secunda Collieries 7
Signa Colliery 1
Coalbrook 1
New Denmark 1
THE FUTURE OF SOUTH AFRICAN i.ONGHALLINCi
Prediction as to the future of longwall mining In S.A, have 
tended to be too ontimist.'c, and a more moderate growth rito 
has transpired.
Mining companies are becoming more conscious of the need to 
Increase their percentage reserve recovery. Future longer 
term underground mining will tend to be at a greater depth. 
The number of total extraction mining methods is theiefore 
likely to increase. This does not however, guarantee the 
growth of longwall mining as alternative methods of total 
extraction exist. The must important determining factor 
will be longwall mining's ability to compete with other 
minimi methods on a cost per ton basis.
/4.2 PLANNING THU LONGWALL SECTION
4.1.2 CONSTRAINTS TO LONGHALI.ING
The following factors should be considered when planning for 
longwall mining :
a) Panels should exceed 1km in unfaulted ground.
b) The time to complete a move must be minimised, requiring 
effinJ ransport systems and/or duplicate equipment.
c) A seam height of 0,8 - 4,5 metres is required.
d) Make of wo.er and gas in the seam.
e) Gradient which will influence direction of extraction.
f) Previous and future mining where multiple seams exist.
g) Liability of coal to spontaneous combustion.
4.2.2 Methods of Working
This is influenced by the above factors and will determine 
the equipment which is purchased.
4.2.3 Panel Design
The number of roads and pillar size between panels affects 
the stability of the face and gate roadways. This has to bo 
optimised to maximise productivity from the development and 
the overall percentage extraction.
Modern practice is to maintain a roadway along the inside 
edge of a longwall goaf so that it can be re-used as the 
tailgate roadway in the adjacent panel. In this way Setter 
subsidence profiles can be achieved,
Durban Navigation Colliery realised an increase in 
extraction ratios from 62% to 83% by re-designing their 
panel layouts to do away with barrier pillars, Some extra 
expense was incurred as another face machine was required to 
enter for the change in cutting configuration as well as 
additional support work and labour. This has been reported
/INCREASED FACE 1.EB0TH
Where possible, increases in /ace length from the standard 
200m to 300m will reduce the amount of relatively 
unproductive development wtrk and improve longwoll 
productivity due to the reduction in section moves. 
Utilization of reserves will improve, and more face time 
will be spent on productive cutting.
PREFERENCE FOR iCTMAT MIMING
Where ground conditions offer the necessary long term 
roadway stability and where panels can quickly be developed 
without delaying the face installations, retreat mining is 
preferred. It offers the following advantages :
a) The panel can be proven before longwnlling commences and 
geological obstacles negotiated prior to production 
commencing.
b) Face activities are reduced with pre-drivtn roads.
c) Elimination of stables does away with the main source of
d) The reduced number of gate road activities make for an 
improvement in safety.
c) The risk of spontaneous combustion is greatly reduced,
f) Face salvage is made slmplier.
PRESENT I.01WWAT.I. INSTALLATIONS
Thu rapid improvements which have occurred In longwall 
technology have made the 2Mt/annum face a reality. The use 
of the most up t-i iate equipment, though constituting a 
substantial capital investment, is pursued by the coal 
producer. These 'heavy duty1 faces ns they are termed, 
being more robust and powerful than conventional longwall 
equipment, ore 'ntended to reduce the cast per con of coal 
produced by operating at higher production rotes.
LONGWALL EQUIPMENT
An examination of the loagwall equipment avsilablc when planning a 
South African medium seam longuoll revealed the Eollowing :
4.3.1 POWER SUPPORTS
The application of advanced technology to power supports has 
resulted in the development of 'heavy duty' supports 
incorporating the following features. (Although this 
definition will alter as time pass's it la currently used to 
describe those supports with a yield load greater than
a) More robust and cost effective construction.
b) Improved design with higher yield loads.
c) Improved forepole arrangements.
d) More robust and effective shielding.
e) Application of face sprags.
f) Improved ram arrangements with optional base lifting 
facilities.
g) Supports capable of taking advantage of modern control 
systems.
4.3.1.1 Benefits nf Chock Type Supports
Chocks or frame type supports of er advantages in 
thinner seams where :
a) Soft floor conditions (requiring low floor 
pressures) are encountered.
b) Stability (with vertical legs) problems are 
minimal.
c) Goaf flushing is not a problem.
d) The weight of the supports has to be minimal to 
be compatible with transport systems or capital 
expenditure.
Nodern trends hove been towards shield supports 
particularly in higher seams.
They offer direct root loading plus resistance to 
roof lateral movement, utilizing pin jointed legs 
which ere free from direct bending fotces. Chocks 
rely on the bending strength of the legs for 
lateral resistance giving e practical working 
height limit of 3m.
The 4 bar kinematic linkage on the shield is known as a 
1 letnniscate', which is so designed to give near vortical 
movement of the canopy. There are various designs of shield 
support available offering distinct advantages for different 
conditions.
4.3•1•2 Benefits of Shield Supports
a) Elimination of direct leg bending farces on to 
the legs. Lateral roof forces are absorbed 
mechanically by the lemniecste linkage.
b) Resistance to roof movement. All roof forces are 
resisted by the leiimlscate linkage and virtually 
no lateral movement takes place until friction is
c) The canopy / rear shield design is compatible 
with fully integrated hydraulic shielding for 
wide range applications. This is more difficult 
to achieve with chocks and can be restrictive on
d) Elimination of leg towers to support the legs 
giving wider walkways, enhanced access to valve 
gear and hoses res-iltlng in reduced maintenance.
e) Better access to the face for machine operators.
f) Wider height ranges can be achieved by employing 
inclined legs.
g) The greater versatility of the shield which 
sustains the wider roof beams, hydraulic canopy 
sealing and inherent resistance to root movement 
make it better suited to full seam extraction.
See jgure 4.1.

•I y e w  TONNE SPl.AVf-D _l i'G CHOCK SHIELD FULLY EXTENDED 
AND H rjR ftC TLD
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Heavy duty supports are manufactured far I,5m 
Hpncinp,, nn Increase over the i,2ra spacing 
uecesHitated !>y underground transport constrictions 
in older V.uvopean collieries.
Developments sucli as base lifting rams and the 
inclined reverse principle ram, have gone a long way ■
to solving the problem of advancing the shield which |
resulted from the excessive loading of the toe which 1
is prevalent with this type of support, !
4.1.1.3 R.A. Support Kecmlrcmcnts
Some nf the more recent longwnll installations have J
required that heavy duty shield supports be used due i
to tlio strong competent strata and relatively high j
seams. These have high setting loads of up to |
3d,5 Ml’i (325 bar), approximately 80% of the L.
yield load. (The increased yield load to j
.totting loud r.itic is now accepted as producing j
hotter roof control). They incorporate rapid j
relic! valves to deal with heavy goafing 
situations and have provided satisfactory roof j
Thev operate on the Immediate Forward support 
principle on do nearly all the longwall faces in the 
V.S. This gives an unrestricted 'iJcwav in front of 
the support and an increased ventilation area. The 
support is in a better position to accept a more 
even load distribution from the overlying strata.
Inclined double telescopic leg supports restrict 
walkway dimensions but give good closed heights, 
making transport easier.
.4 Electro Hydraulic Support Operation
This is becoming a standard for nev installnrions. 
The on-faoe push button system is very flexible and 
gives rapid support movement and on-Eace remote
control. The aystaa reliability has proven to be 
excellent with low system maintenance being
required.
.5 Operational Advantage of Electro Hydraulic Control
a) flexibility - Provides full remote control for 
conventional or immediate forward support working, 
requiring only one operator for both support and 
conveyor advance.
b) High speed operation - Support and conveyor 
advance operations take place while Che operator 
is travelling through the face.
c) Improved roof control - Positive automatic 
setting. Both adjacent supports must be set 
before a support can advance.
d) Improved web/face alignment - >quential support 
advance eliminates conveyor pull back. Smooth 
snoklng ensures an evenly distributed load on the 
armoured flexible conveyor.
a) Simplicity of operation.
.6 Safety Features pf Electro Hydraulic Control
A degree of safety can be built into electro 
hydraulic control which cannot be achieved on all 
hydraulic or irixe.l systems.
a) A minimum number of operators are required in the 
working area.
b) Audible and visible warning of impending support 
movement.
c) Vail safe emergency stops on each support.
d) Operators can work from the clean sld. of the
o) The control Bystum is intrinsically sofa.
THE HYDRAULIC PUMP STATION
4.3.2.1 Outbye Pumping Stations
This concept has become popular overseas due to the 
restricted space at the gate ends and the rosduey 
sizes which hamper the moving of large equipment. 
Although it has been tried by S.A. operators, an 
inbye station offers more advantages with local 
conditions.
4.3.2.2 Advantages of an Outbye Tumping Station
a) Better equipment layout, there is less congestion 
than at the face end.
b) Improved maintainability.
c) Reduced gate end requirements as their associated 
electrical equipment is also remote.
d) Enhanced emulsion quality control la a clean 
accessible environment.
Outbye Vumolng Station4.3.2.3 Disadvantage of
a) Remote stop/:
b) Increase pressure losses.
c) Burst pipes and leakages.
d) Increased capital cost.
LONGWALL CONVEYORS
The conveyor is chosen to have the required carrying 
capacity for the planned installation. It must be able to 
carry the coal-getting machine um accommodate the haulage 
system. It must be able to flex and advance with a 
self-cleaning action on the floor horizon and act as an 
anchor when advancing the supports. It also Incorporates 
the cable duct.
4.3.3.1 The Chain
Chain configuration has tended towards twin centre 
strand conveyors, particularly on more powerful 
installations.
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The twin outboard conveyor being Che original 
conveyor design, has many attributes, particularly 
when conveying on steop gradients. The fact Shat 
the chain is constrained on both sides subjects it 
to greater wear. This also moans that a new pan 
section is required for each chain diameter, whereas 
a centre strand conveyor can use a standard pan side 
section.
The single centre strand conveyor has the 
disadvantage that very high chain pre-tension is 
required to overcome the instability of the flight 
bars. The twin centre strand conveyor operates on a 
lower pre-tension. The total chain strength is 
greater than the single strand and due to the fact 
that they are more lightly stressed, wear on chain 
and sprockets is reduced.
4.3.3.2 The Pan Line
With a centre scrand main, the choice of chain size 
does not pre-determine the pan section and a wide 
choice is available.
Boltless pan connectors are now commonly used. 
Present trends have been to operate centre strand 
conveyors with bottom covered pans. Peak power 
consumption is reduced and broken bottom chains 
vlrtuallv eliminated. The problems of fitting an 
inspection cover have been solved through the use of 
special pan constructions and also thicker deck 
plates which have made it easier to fit an adequate 
inspection door.
Heavier duty furniture attachments to the pan side 
has been made simplier and more secure by the use of 
slot Attachments nnd fine pitch threaded holts with 
nnti-vihrntion nuts.
t
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1,3,3,3 Dellvorv End Drlvu
Twin driva conveyors with 300kw motors and spiral 
bovel genrbexos (allowing the inoCor to be positioned 
parallel to the conveyor), ere nw  common ior heavy 
duty inscflllafion3. The trnnsmisaion unit should 
include a hydraulic chain slow running and 
tanuioning system. As an alternative Co a fluid
coupling a tvo spaed motor can be used. This gives 
n high torque low current characteristic at start 
witli automatic change over to the high speed winding 
when the driven conveyor has accelerated. This 
reduces any problems of voltage drop on start up.
1.3.3.A Transfer of Coal from the longwall Conveyor
In order to transfer coal from the longwoll conveyor
to the stage loader, an overlap is desirable to 
allow proper cleaning of the armoured flexible 
conveyor, Ht  any overlap will impede on Che
transfer of large material. A compromise has to be 
reached ulien positioning the longwall sprocket.
i solutions to this problem have beenRecently, 
developed :
The Curved Conveyor
This transforms the armoured flexible conveyor and 
stage loader into one unit. As it requires a single 
strand chain system, Jt limits the power which can 
hr troisnjtteii.
Mure appropriate to the S.A. heavy duty conveying 
application is the side discharge conveyor. This 
allows perfect cleaning of the armoured flexible 
conveyor. Coal is transferred to the stage loader 
via a plough hiodo an the deck plate slopes away 
over he loader. Any cnrty over in the central 
disckpJnte nran gnus around the sprocket and falls 
onto the utagi; loader from the return lit rand of the 
Uifttwill conveyor.
/
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Where height is a serious Jlmicing factor, the two 
chains can be interlinked ao chat the carry over 
coal on the longvaU conveyor is deposited on to tha 
return sccond of the stage loader. It is then 
transported around the return sprocket 
of the stage loader where it joins the main stream 
of coal being ploughed off.
THE COAt BREAKER
They are necessary to prevent large coal or stone being 
carried on to the outbye conveyor system, a possibility 
which is increased through the use of side discharge units. 
The location of the coal sizer outbye on the stage loader 
allows a:'equate bunkecage to he provided by the use of high 
sided spill plates over a suitable length of stage loader. 
Its maximum remoteness from the face makes it the safest 
position. The crusher can either be of single horizontal 
drum design using picks, or steel segments to crush the coal 
against n specially strengthed deckplats or of a vertical 
crusher drum design. Both can have their crushing size 
easily adjusted and be swung out of the way should a 
problem occur. While the horizontal crusher can break 
stronger material, the vertical crusher is said to produce 
less fines and does not impart any shock loads to the stage 
loader chain.
THE STAGS ;,f)AO£R
This forms the intermediary link between the face conveyor 
and the section bolt. Many configurations of atage louder 
have been tried and a variety of arrangements ore 
appropriate to different conditions and operating routines. 
Nowadays, preference is /or a rigid .itCaelmient between the 
return end of the stnge loader and the armoured flexible 
conveyor driveheod. The stage Loader is advanced aa the 
armoured flexible conveyor drivehead Is pushed forward.
Up to 15m of movement was accommodated in a beam type stage 
loader where it straddled the conveyor tailend, creating an 
overlap distance. The overlap was recovered when necessary 
by stopping operations and advancing or retreating the 
conveyor. The modern trend is towards a short bridge which 
anchors the conveyor belt tailend.
The over! ;> is exhausted after a couple of shears and the 
belt tailend is then allowed tu retreat with the slack being 
automatically taken up at the drivehead. The tailend pulley 
is hydraulically maintained in alignment. The bridge/ 
tailend arrangement can be either skid mounted or cat track 
assisted.
Large automatic loop take ups can accommodate up to 150m of 
slack at a time, allowing a long run between production 
stoppages. Gate end pantechnicons can be secured to the 
stage loader where space permits, thus simplifying the 
advance/pullback operation.
POWER LOADERS
4 .3,6.1 Coal Ploughs
Although the coal plough is a very efficient coal 
winning machine, the geological conditions suitable 
for its efficient operation i.e. relatively soft 
well cleated coal, do not exist in most of the South 
African coalfields,
4.3.6.2 Shearers
Many types of shearer have been developed for 
different cutting conditions, i.e. for seam heights 
between 800 millimetres and 4,5 metres, and a large 
choice is available from numerous suppliers. 
Machines of high technical content are now offered 
to those able to make use of such improvements.
Up Co 15m of movement was accommodated in a bean' type stags 
loader where it straddled the conveyor tnilend, treating an 
overlap distance. The overlap was recovered when necessary 
by stopping operations and advancing or retreating the 
conveyor. The modern trend is towards a abort bridge which 
anchors the conveyor belt tailend.
The overlap is exhausted after a couple of shears and the 
belt tailend is then allowed to retreat with the slack being 
automatically taken up at the drivehead. The tailend pulley 
is hydraulically maintained in alignment. The bridge/ 
tailend arrangement can bo either skid mounted or cat track 
assisted.
1.ar,;e automatic loop take ups can accommodate up to 150m of 
slack at a time, allowing a long run between production 
stoppages. Cate end pantechnicons can be secured to the 
stage loader where space permits, thus simplifying the 
advance/pullback operation,
POWER LOADERS
4 .3.6.1 Coal Plouphs
Although the coel plough is a very efficient coal 
winning machine, the geological conditions suitable 
for its efficient operation i.e. relatively soft 
well cleated coal, do not exist in most of the South 
African coalfields.
Many types of shearer have been developed for 
different cutting conditions, i.e. for Beam heights 
between ROU millimetres and 4,5 metres, and a large 
choice is available Crctn numerous suppliers. 
Machine* ot high tiV.mical content ire now offered 
to those i'hlc to moke use of such improvements.
Recent developments In shearer concept and design 
have Introduced i
a) Higher powered motors with more powerful haulage
b) Built in systems of machine control and machine 
health monitoring.
c) An Increasing amount of operational automation.
The power requirement Is dependent on compressive 
strength, hardness, density, intrusions, dirt bands 
and nature of cleavage.
Thin Seam Shearers
Thin seams are usually considered to hnve an upper 
limit of 1,20 metres. There ore a limited number 
of such seams being worked in South Africa to 
produce higher grade coals.
A double ended ranging drum shearer (DERDS) has 
been developed to overcome the difficulties of the 
restricted coal, clearance space under the machine 
body. This is the buttock 'hearer which is sited to 
operate forward of the armoured flexible conveyor in 
the web, allowing an unrestricted flow of loaded 
coal when cutting against the conveyor flow. An 
additional benefit from this machine is that less 
dust is created as the drum is shrouded against the 
seam in on area of reduced air turlulence.
Medium and Thick Seam Shearers
Single motor shearers in the range of 300kw are 
available, and where the toughest cutting 
conditions prevail, two motors nan offer total 
machine power of 750 and even lOOOkw. With higher 
installed power, the electric supply has been 
uprated to 3,3kV giving important aJvintagea in 
cable size and minimising voltage drop.
With a correct: combination of rangin.' arm, drum 
diameter and height of undert rame, hv,;vy duty 
machines can be adapted for use in seam sections 
from approximately 1,5m to over 6,5m. Shearers are 
designed using a modular construction, allowing any 
breakdown to be repaired by a component change on 
the fare.
SHEARER DRUMS
It is important that the shearer drums operate at their 
optimum as any deviation will result in increased power 
consumption and less coal loaded on the conveyor. With 
excessive coal left in the track horizon control and advance 
will be adversely effected.
Drums arc successfully designed by computer in the U.K. 
Computer aided shearer drum design (CAD drums) improve :
a) Product size.
b) Pick life.
c) Make of airborne dust.
d) Power consumption.
Thu drum la designed to produce the desired tonnages by 
optiniting the following inter-related factors. Hurt (16)
a) Drum diameter ; Usually 2/3 of seam height . Output
falls as diameter Is reduced.
h> hi' iiizc : Increased in lower seam heights to
Increase production,
c) Number m  : Requires to he increased with width
This increases clogging of the drum 
as speed of rotation falls.
d) Drum speed Se: Co optimise loading capability 
of drum. Lower drum speeds reduce 
the make of dust.
e) Haulage speed Increased speed requires more 
but will increase production, 
lower seams operators would h 
difficulty in keeping pace wi 
shearer travelling in excess 
J.Sm/min,
f) Drum direction : Determines whether coal is to be
overthrown or underthrown. Ideally 
"breakout" should he in the same 
direction as the coal flow across 
the drum. Optimum loading direction 
varies with height and cutting 
position of drum on a DBRDS.
g) Vane angle i Set to optimise loading ability.
h) Number of i Minimised to increase penetration
picks and optimize "breakout" between
alternate lines of picks.
3 achieve a better clean up of
•’*•3.7.1 Cutting IMcki.
While radial picks are favoured on Kuropean 
installations, the hardness of South African coal 
has resulted in point attack picks (tangentially 
mounted picks) being more efficient. Experiences at 
Secunda Collieries showed dramatic increases in 
performance when such picks were used. Most S.A. 
longwalln are now operating with drums especially 
designed to accommodate heavy duty point attack picks.
*.3,7.2 Diamond Tippod
Synthetic diamond picks as described by Collin (17), 
have proven themselves in various cutting 
conditions. Their longer life leads to less 
vibration of the shearer end hence less wear and 
tear. Unfortunately, their very high cost 
necessitates a very strict control which is not 
always easy to achieve in an underground 
environment.
*,3.7.3.Dust Sunression
This important factor can be better controlled at 
the shearer by raising the water pressure through a 
booster pump which is sprayed through fine Jets 
adjacent to each pick. More expensive 
water-through-the-bit cutting systems are also 
available. Rfficient water sprays reduce the 
possibility of a face ignition considerably. Hollow 
drums are used to direct air through to the coal 
face side of the cutting drum. Experimental work is 
taking place to determine the benefits to be derived 
from high pressure water Jet assisted cutting on 
shearers.
4.3.K dlAISl.KSS HAH.AUK SYSTEMS
Chalttless haulage systems arc now well established. They 
wore developed to allow harder coal to be cut at greater 
speed and for the operation of two machines on the face. A 
greater flexibility in in.n 1nc design is allowed with the 
result that multiple drive units can be provided.
They offer the following advantages :
a) t,renter productivity. Higher tractive forces can be 
developed anti resultant thrusts can he more evtmly 
distributed to both sides of the machine. This counters 
the tendency of large, long machined to travel with a 
"crabbing" action.
b) Service reliability ,iving long term maintenance 
uavingt!. Tension furgeu are eliminated during the
c) Safuty. The haulage chain tootled to whip and lash 
dangerously.
d) Noise. Chain came into contaec with the armoured
flexible conveyor flight bars.
e) Simplified design. Chain elimination simplified the
design of armoured flexible conveyor driveheada.
There are two main types cf chainless haulage in use.
1, The Chain and Rack system of Star track and track
reactive as marketed by Mininfi Supplies, where ti chain
ia driven to engage with the pegs on the side of the 
armour?j flexible conveyor.
2. KliCPl and rack used by Anderson Strathclyde in their
Roll Rack system, B.J.D. with Multidrive and Eickhoff 
with Eikotrack, Here the teeth of the driven pinion 
wheels engages with the rack.
Mechanical haulages based on clutch and gear selection 
are helr.R overtaken by electrohydraulic units, giving 
infinitely variable speeds of up to 13m per minute. 
Theme can Incorporate automatic load regulating and 
protection features.
1SVOHKAT ION* AND CONTROL SYSTEMS
New technology has resulted in many possibilities for 
Inproving the collection of information to monitor the 
l.oi:lth nf the u chluu an.I to control it. It is important 
however that those systems ilo not become so complex that the 
result counter productive.
Steering ai r.iptance systems which rely on reasuriug the 
natural pa ia radiiition in the strata are constantly being 
refined and becoming more reliable.
i.
Remote operation of the machine is nvoiJnblo to move the 
operator Into the frcflh air hue ito at tempi !ias Seen made to 
completely remove the operator from the machine.
short wail mum; operations
Considerable scope exists tor conducting sliortwall operations in 
S.A. and this method is beitij; used successfully in Australia under 
the name of "F'exiuall",
Although shortwi 2 Is have been operated using shuttlecars and
continuous mi.iera as an extension of the Wongauilli method of pillar 
extraction their limited increase in productivity resulted in this 
method offering little advantage. The application of shortwall 
mining in S.A, would be with the Flexiwall, namely a shortened 
longvall operation.
Successful installations require the utilization of proven lon&wall 
equipment balanced with some innovative design. This allows
consistent}/ high production to be achieved facilitating rapid face 
mnves. In this way inconveniently small coal blocks can be mined. 
To this end mobility and eose of operation of the main gate 
equipment is ot [.arnirount importance. Kew equipment such as the 
roller curve conveyor are being operated at Barken colliery in 
liermiiit", One piece vehicles which can encorporate both the delivery 
drive frame and the stage loader are also popular.
/lOT.OViH.M
With more mechantfiDd equipment less persons are required on the face
and those that are employed are required to be trained to a higher
skills level.
New technology in itself t.r.n accomplish very little. It has to go 
hand in hand with the willinpness and adaptability of the workforce, 
combined with the Ingenuity and determination of management-.
U.S. 1JHGWA1.1,5
U.S. lonRwalla where in excess of 99% of operators employ 
the retreat method, manning levels ore typically between six 
and eleven. Riving doily outputs in excess of 6000:. This 
could bo regarded oa an optimum manning level for this type 
of mining due to the high cost of labour.
Typicnlly it would comprise ofi
2 Machine Men 
2 Prop Men 
I Stagelouder 
1 Face General
1 Mechanic
Often an optional maintenance/production crew are on one 
lihiit. They comprise of the same number of mostly mechanics 
and trainee ortlsanfl who can operate the equipment,
S.A. I.OXOKALLS
S.A. longualls typically run with between 10-12 facemen 
giving a complement of:
2 Machine Mon
i Stapeloader 
1 Face General
1 I.liictrician 
1 Mechanic
1 Kngineerlnf. Foreman
Lirfjer cixspJcmenta and etijiectully an increased level of 
superviHijn are often neceptary because the workforce is 
unfamiliar with the tiiinini; method and n«u systems are 
liifvltably frauisht with many teethin;; problems. In general 
a lune«r "luarnlng curve" in experienced with lonf.waUinp,. 
Dim! iwrpono mcc)ifl»iciims cun reduce the complement but tew 
pernnmi ure iiviuliil-lc who are iiuitubly skilled.
CONCLUSIONS - LOHCWVU. HTSING
4.6.1 HIGH PRODUCTIVITY
l.ongwall mining ia a concentrated mining system designed to 
produce high tonnages from one section, which results in a 
high productivity per men shift. A disadvantage of this 
centralised production, is that any downtime which leads to 
a face stoppage will seriously affect production.
In panel extraction ratios are maximised, being in excess of 
90%, while good roof control is effected by the power 
supports, resulting in safer working conditions.
4.6.2 HIGH CAPITAL BISK
A high capital cost is involved in installing a longwall 
which has a high risk factor attached to it. It is possible 
to lose a complete face due to adverse geological 
conditions.
A.i-.J tlESfGN CONSTRAINTS LIMIT EQUIPMENT CHOICE
The f,ce equipment can only operate within certain height 
parameters which must be chosen very carefully tv match the 
mining conditions. As coal production is not continuous 
because of turn around operations at the face ends, the coal 
clearance system must be designed to cater for periods of 
peak load.
4.6.4 NEK MINING METHOD
longwall mining is relatively new to South Africa, its 
initial eutablishmcnt In expensive and time and money has to 
he spent training personnel to operate the equipment.
4.6.5 EXPECTATIONS
While high extraction ratios are assured, given good mining 
conditions, the most important benefit is in increased 
productivity per man shift. This ensures that an increase 
in labour costs has a lessor impact on cost per ton.
CONCLUSIONS - wmmx  hthikg
4.6.1 HIGH PnCimtCTIVITY
Longwall mining la n concencruced mining system deaigneci to 
produce high counagea from one section, which results In a 
high productivity per man shift. A disadvantage of this 
centralised production, is chat any downtime which leads to 
a face stopntiRe will seriously affect production.
In panel extraction ratios me maximised, beln* in excess of 
90%, while good roof control is effected by the power 
supports, resulting in safer working conditiona.
4.6.2 max CArim. jusk
A high capital cost is involved in installing a longwall 
which hdii a high risk factor attached to it. It is possible 
to lose a complete face due to adverse geological
4.6.3 DESIGN CONSTRAINTS T.IHIT EQUIPMENT CHOICE
The fnco equipment can only operate within certain height 
parameters which must be chosen very carefully to match the 
mining conditions. As cool production is not continuous 
because of turn around operations at the fate ends, the coal 
clearance system must be designed to eater for periods of 
peak load.
4.ft.A KP.B MINING HKTHOD
I.ongwi'll mining is relatively new to South Africa, its 
initial establishment; in expensive and time and .noney has to 
he spont training personnel to operate the equipment.
4,6.1 EXrECTATTOWS
While hi|;h extraction ratios are assured, given pood mining 
condition!!, the mast important benefit is in increased 
productivity per man shift. Thin ensures that mi increase 
jn labour cunts has a Ioshbv impact on cost per ton.
CHAPTER 5 
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HIKING SYSTEMS COST COMPARISOK
FSKRCm PAKAHKTK!!K
In order tine u CuJl comparison can be made of the different 
underground mining methods reviewed in the pieiious chapters. It is
This iin best he done by comparing the operation of each under 
similar conditions. The chosen parameters wore that of a 3m Beam 
with a competent sandstone floor and a coal roof. The depth of 
cover was taken to be <10m, which would allow 18m centres to be mined 
with conventional fi,D» bonis.
For the purpose of the exercise, it was assumed that a producing 
Colliery with the existing infrastructure was required to increase 
its output by ISO.OOOt per month, by the installation of new mining 
equipment. This enabled a comparison of the different mining 
systems to be made on an equal basis.
5.1.1 PROril'CTIOK TAKGKTS FOR TUI*. MINING SYSTEMS
The required production was planned to be produced by the 3 
mining systems under consideration in the following manner :
a) Three single header conventional sections, producing 
50,000t per month on a double shift operation.
hi lour siurlc header continuous miner lections. These 
ware targeted to produce 37,500 tons per month on a 
double shift operation.
c) One lungwall face. This would produce ISO.OOOt per
month working on » treble shift basis, In order to
achieve this, n production of 153,640 tons per mouth 
i.vur eleven months would he required, allowing one month
i.
By vlrtuo of cha noeuro oE the operncion, the longwall 
cannot commence prodncuion immediately. A face line has 
to be driven and chain roads developed, if the panel is 
to be recreated. The installation of the face equipment
Longwall mining is clicrofore dependent on a primary 
mining «yRl:om to complete the necesmi-y development 
work, unllka the other mining methods.
PHnpi'CTION POTENTIALS
Scope Cor increasing production from each mining method 
rioes exist, As Cat as passible, an average production 
was calculated for the pivon production parameters, 
"ctm operations are, however, achieving tonnages in 
:cesa of those suRROVted, through combinations o£ 
better conditions and management oC their operations.
Hltlher tonnages are, however, not always sustainable 
over a Ions period of time and should not nc jsarily be 
accepted an the norm.
A look at the most successful operations shows that the 
following production potentials can be achieved for the 
stated mlAliiR porameters, should ,ible conditions 
provoi'
MAXIMUM 
GIVES PRODUCT.OM
PRODUCX'TCS rOTEHTt,.]./
MINIM SYSTEM TAKCET/HONTW MOUTH ^ INCREASE
Convention,:1 50,000 65,000 30
Cimciw.oufi miner 37,500 oO.ljOO 60
svident tha; t!:.- eeope for the largest increase in 
production exists with continuous miner sections. Apart 
i varying coal conditions, which as stot.d earlier, 
i a very important part, the operation and management 
the system is very different to that of a conven­
tional section. This must be fully understood if the 
maximum benefit is to be derived from this mining 
system.
,1.3 SI'IFT SELECTION 
The longuall is 
because of the h" 
also to prom it 
facilitating i>-..
' operate ■ 
-"pital c<
a treble shift basis 
i of the machinery and
comparison of type of mining
were excluded as the numbers required 
'iac each of the operations was 
to be >•» -y similar. /‘H^'Ugh the 
ace -omrrisis one pro Inction section,
tost operators . ,.qu;ri 
solely responsible for 
shifts. Additio rol . . i' required
4
.2 SECTION LABOUR COSTS
Labour costa have been calculated for section 
personnel only, Mlninfi personnel employed on 
Reneral work and those who provide a back-up to 
the mining operation, i.e. belt maintenance 
crews and cleaners, rockdusters and supplies 
personnel, have not been Included. Likewise, 
special engineering maintenance crews and those 
employed in outbye workshops have been excluded.
.3 QUTI'VB MACHINERY
The cost of operating outbye machinery has been 
excluded, as similar costs would be experred 
with *13 3 mining systems. The operation of 
specialised longwall chock movers have been 
Included, as they form an Integra’ pare of the 
Icmgvall system.
.4 VENTILATION COST
These were regarded as being similar and 
therefore excluded. A longwall face requires 
less air per R.O.M. ton of coal, but is reliant 
upon a development section opening up pit room, 
which also requires to be ventilated.
.5 POKER
Power consumption for the various mining systems 
1ms been treated an btina equal.
Pumping costa have been considered to he equal. 
It is recognised that the total extractive 
netlu'ri would create far greater water problems 
;m tl.j overlying scr.ieas were broken, and a 
greater pimping capability would have to be 
available. These coetsi are, however, marginal.
.1
.4.7 CONVEYOR BELTING
The cost of conveyor belting was taken to be 
approximately 40% more expensive for 
lontwalling. Bolting required for the longwnll 
section is generally of a higher capacity. It 
is subjected to more wear, being constantly 
re treated/advanced as the face moves, hut will 
convoy greater tonnages in Its lifetime than 
other section conveyors.
An amount of 3000 linear metres of 1050mm 
section conveyor was considered to be suitable 
for serving the continuous miner and 
conventional sections. The longvnll section 
required 4000 linear metres of 1200mm conveyor, 
1000m for the production face and 2000m for <hc 
next developed chain road.
5.1.4.0 TRAILING CAULKS
Uu equal, due partial 1; 
rose which they reprise
tdXrHR.' MACHINERY 
The choice of mining equipment 
comparison was selected to be 
locally available machinery, I 
back-up service exists.
e considered to 
relatively small
e most suitable of the 
which an established
The Joy 10SO?2 nhtittlecar was sole, ted in preference to 
the 4flB NMS Torkuv. Although its initial purchase price 
is more expensive, it has proven itself to ho cheaper to 
operate, giving longer intervals between ’-os
(100,000 loads au opposed to 60,000). It can have an 
operating cost as low ns 30c per ton, compared to 65c 
per ton Tor the Torkar. It also has the following 
design bencfirs ;
(
a) Kora vtgtd and narrower body eonstrue cion,
b) Higher ground clearance.
r drive whichc) Bottev t
i diftera.itials.
d) SCK trnctlon ByBtem which offers s li acceleration
j;.
The Jny J6UM9 continuous miner is compared, which can 
produce up to 9 tons per mlnuUe in a raodium seam height. 
This is a Folid drum cypa machine which is currently 
nut-perforoinp the 12CM6 model, incorporating the 
rippervuyor, in tarma of productivity and machine 
availability.
The vnpital invchtmant 
Htf.h technology hardwi
vniavour.ihle exchange
] for modern machinery is substantial. 
:o he imported from overseas often at
IHc ir.nmifnrtuvu uf low volurre machinery is expensive. Usually no 
::inRle nroduct v.m be produced to sntiufy every customer's needs and 
titch piece of equipment has to ho customised to some degree. I.arp.e 
M.iiiunts ot niunvy are needed lo reinvest in updating the technology 
in order to maiiiuln competitive edge.
nv.irly all tlia 
K>nfuul proji'C
h- in ioiifwoU equiprent and 
tlmious miners, are for either
i no]u .•esponsikllity of the mining
i
Aa demand increases 1C may be possible Co seC up a local 
luinufacturlne plant, Joy have successfully done this and now
manufacture a wide range of their products locally. At present the 
local content or their continuous miners and shuttlecars is 80% and 
84% respectively. With a view to reducing their prices they intend 
manufacturing the remaining imported components in order to achieve
Usually the market for spare parts and sub assemblies is captured by 
the machine manufacturers who regard it as an important source of 
income. They tend to exploit their monopoly situation by charging 
high prices. Although pirate parts become available for certain 
component types, quality problems can arise and such spares will 
invalidate manufacturer's guarantees,
COSVrSTION'AL MININ!.
5.3.1 CURRENT OPERATIS'G COSTS
Conventional mining operations are typically producing coal 
for as little as Rll '=r R.d.H. ton, where Che coal is sold 
directly to a powerstation without benefiuiatlon, and R24 
where a higher quality coal is produced. Rll per R.O.M. ton 
is in fact, a lower working cost than that of a compatible 
opencast mine being operated on the same colliery. Often, 
higher costs are justified with conventional mining, as the 
higher prices which can be commanded by export quality coals 
result in the exploitation of more difficult coal fields 
being attractive propositions.
yielding less fines for the plant, some coal is also 
produced by the same method for power station consumption.
Operators are successful!/ containing increases in costs by 
reducing section complements through :
n) Introducing mobile face drill rigs.
h) Employing multi->perators.
Ocher savings have been affected by :
a) Improving blasting efficiencies.
b) In-house repairs to sub-assemblies.
While coats vary depending upon seam height and mining 
conditions, a typical breakdown for an export colliery with 
average mining conditions would be :
Officials 1,68
Senior skilled 1,21
Skilled and semi-skilled 3,57
Explosives and accessories 0,89
Petroleum products 0,11
Mining consumables 0,76
Engineering consumables 1,12
te of proUucinii 50,Ur0t per tumtli under the Btipulated
*
t
't
5.4.1 MONTHLY LABOUR C 
i.4.1.1 MINING
40 x skilled S semi-skilled 
employees :
AccommodaCion and medico! 
Bonus 6 30? basic 
Overtime g 20% basic
2 x Miners
i.1.2 ENGINEERING
4 x skilled S semi-skilled 
employees :
Basic wof-.e
Accommodation and medical 
Bonus (? 30% basic 
Overtime 0 20% basic
2 x KiEterK 
2 :c .lecrricior-.
28 793,60 
8 638,08
6 339.40
f
iCAPTTAT. rOST R
1 x Rhnm roofbolcinR machine 85 000
2 x Joy 10RU coalcutters 777 040
2 x Schroeilor face drills (roll over
boom) 322 000
2 x Joy 1AB1011C loaders 816 340
3 x Joy 10SC22 sliuttlocars 1 205 220
1 x Rhino feedcrbreaker 193 000
1/2 X Elmco 913 LHD 130 000
The cost of capital for this equipment based c 
production of 50 000c per month is Rl,18 a 
capital of 20 percent per annum.
.'I
V i
RKPI.ACEMEBT COST
The replacement Is planned o 
individual items as show below
sstimated life of
FXPP.CTEO 1.IFE (YEARS) ANNUAL RPA, (R)
1. infbolt machine
Pace drills
hhuttleinrs
Veederhreakcr
4
IWORKING COST SUSPENSE
OVERH.Wr.F/
HiVCH. LIFE R/TON
Shutclocar/100 000 loads 205 000
Loadev/100 000 lends 237 000
GaalcuCter/28 000 cuts 162 000
R.i :fboltor/60 000 holes 41 000
Drillrig/200 000 holes 80 000
Fcederbroaker/210 000 loads 87 000
liimco 913/3 yoavs 145 000
ground equipment overhauls Is
5.4.4.2 SUB ASSEH1N.V OVERHAULS
From machine history data complied by the 
engineering planning departments of severol Amcoal 
Collieries, the average cost for the overhauling of 
underground aub-assembllea, for conventional mining 
machinery, was found to bo R0,39 per ton.
5.4.4.3 fOKVETOR BELTING
The capital nnd maintenance costs for the nacusaary 
I 050n® conveyor halting w e. calculated to be R0,25
MOUTPl.Y STORK?
Explosives ami iiccessoriuH 
i’etvoliiuti products
5.4.5.2 BNB1NKF.RTS0
Coimitmablea 
I'eti-olouni produces
A bi'cokiloun of the coat 
underground production machine 
following :
consumables per 
comprised of the
Coalcutter
Toederhreaker
Facedrill
Loader
Roofbolter
Shuctlecav
80 per load
60 per load 
33 per bolt 
86 per load
S CftSVTHTlOlMl. SECTION
Mining labour 
BngincerinR labour 
Capital cost 
Replacement cost 
Major overhauls
Sub-assemblies 
Conveyor belting 
Mining stores 
T-.nglnee* ing st.iri s
Additional costs coimrnmnl e 
three mining systems
CONTINUOUS MINERS
5.5.1 CURRENT OPERATING COSTS
Continuous miners are operated by a number of large
Eskom tied collieries, either as the exclusive conl 
winning method or in conjunction with other mining 
systems.
Continuous minors are alao employed at export and Iscor
mines where they perform specialist functions of pillar
extraction and development work through igneous
intrusions.
Operating costa for continuous miners vary from between 
R16.00 and R25.00 per R.O.M. ton, dependant to a certain 
extent, upon seam height and mining conditions. While 
labour costs are less chon those of a conventional 
section, a higher expenditure is realised on machinery.
Typically, the costs are broken down as follows I
Officials 1,97
Senior skilled 1,53
SkilM and semi-skilled 1,95
Explosives and accessories 0,02 
Petroleum products 0,57
Mining consumables 1,17
Engineering consumables 1,02
Hostel 0,40
Other 0,92
W.C.S./RPA provision 6,15
Sundry debits 5.20
,2 FACTORS tNFI.tlENCIWS FRODUCTIVITY
Where large numbers of continuous miner’ are employed, 
it is important th.it the minlnQ company adapt a 
scientific approach towards their operation and 
maintenance. The single coal winning machine has a more 
critimil impact an the productivity of the section.
Future developments to improve the efficiency of the 
machine are set to Introduce a greater amount of 
instrumentation into the cab. This could prove to be 
rutrofttessive to their productivity. At present, 
collieries are experiencing a shortage of skilled 
artisnns and the problem of attracting and retaining 
such people needs to be pursued more vigorously, if the 
expected benefits are to be derived from more 
sophisticated niini;ih machinery.
One solution is to increase wages, which is effectively 
happening, os a larger number of contractors are being 
employed. A more beneficial approach would be to 
improve the remuneration for permanent staff in order 
that a stable, experienced workforce can be built up. 
As the decree of engineering sophistication increases, 
so does the requisite traintnn period before which a 
person can be of mil use 'o ,e ..umpat-y. An unstable 
workforce drains training capabilities and ties up 
valuable resources which could otherwise be better 
utilised.
The proper management of the operation Is the key to 
ntt.iininj: the above {tools. High technology can never In 
itiselt, achieve the desired results and an equal amount 
of MUuntlon must be foamed on the needs of the 
employees It the maximum bar.t'fl tB are Co he derived.
4I
5.6.2 CAPITAL COST
I x Rham roofhol'inp, machine 
1 x Joy 1ACK9 conClnuoua miner 
3 x Joy 10SC22 ShuLtlncars 
1 x Rhino feederbreaker 
i x Mmco 913 l.HD
1 205 220 
193 000 
260 000
The coHt o£ capital for this equipment, based on an average 
production of 32,500f per raonth is HI ,56 at a cost of 
capital of 20 percent per annum.
REPi.ACF.MENT COST
The replacement is planned o 
individual items as shown below
estimated life of
EXPECTED LIFE (YEARS) ANNUAL RPA. (R)
Roofbolt m.ii'hln 
Continuous mine 
rhuttlornrs 
FeedBrbrenher
1 MA.I0R Wi'UllAHI.S
OVERHAULS/
MACU. l.IEK R/TON
Fhuttlerur/100 000 loads 205 000
ISuofboltev/hO 000 holes 41 000
C. Hiner/60!} !%0 ton 650 000
l-cclrrbrenker/liU 000 loads 87 000
Klircn 913/3 years 145 000
The cost of underground major equipment overhauls is 
HI ,03 per ton,
5.6.6.2 Sim ASSRMMiY OVERHAULS
The average cost of overhauling underground
sub-assemhlies wns calculated at R0,98 per ton. 
TIiis figure was determined by analysing the machine 
history data compiled by the engineering planning 
department of an Amcoal Colliery. The figure was 
found to be reasonably close to that determined at a 
major Gencor and Rand Mines Colliery.
5.6.A.3 CONVEYOR WILTING
The capital and maintenance costs for 1050mm 
conveyor belting was calculated at BO,25 per ton.
5.6.5 MONTHLY STORES COSTS (per
5.6.5.1 MINING
Consumables
5.6.5.2 ENGINEERING 
Consumables 
Petroleum products -6-37-3-
The average cost of a continuous miner to a colliery 
equates to R1,45 per ton. This includes 
sub-auieiiiblies, annual sevvic by mine personnel 
(excluding labour), stores and lubricants.
5.6.6 TOTAT COPT FOR CONTIKini'S MINER SECTION
Mining labour 0,9(1
EriFineerini; labour 0,4.
Capital cost 1,56
Replacement cost 1,28
Major overhauls 1,03
TOTAL COST FOR CONTINUOUS MINER SECTION (CONTINUED)
B Z H L
Conveyor belting 
Mining stores 
Engineering stores
Additional costs communal to all 
three mining systems
41.0NGMALL MINING
5.7.1 CURRENT OPERATING COSTS
I.onguolls, as reviewed in Chapter 4, are being operated 
by a number of mining companies, where the greater 
capital expanse can bo shared with the customer. Due to 
the large imported content of longwall equipment end 
spares, the overall economics o£ longwall mining in 
South Africa has beer, seriously effected, equipment 
being the most costly part of the operation.
This ic currently evident as the budgeted provision fof 
working cost suspense la typically found Co be 
inadequate.
The high cost of face supports is one of the factors 
which has influenced Secunda in their decision not to 
re-equip two of their longwalls. Continuous miner total 
extraction methods ore now considered to be cheaper.
For any new mining method, a learning curve is 
experienced before people become fully conversant with 
the system. As with continuous miners, the importance 
of suitably qualified persons with the necessary 
technical skills in not be be under-estimated and many 
companies hove been reliant upon recruiting personnel 
from overseas.
Vlie;i uapital charges are excluded, longwall operators 
are realising operating costs of 2/3 rd's that of a 
continuous miner Motion.
An additional 70S" nf longwall coal production would have
Wnr, the amount which would be mined by the chain rami 
development. Such developments, however, uro mote 
expensive thim continuous miner production sections us
iCollieries are typically producing i 
from their longwall sections. This 
follows :
Officials 
Senior skilled 
Skilled and sumi-skilled 
Explosives oud accessories 
Petroleum products 
Mining consumables 
Engineering consumables
W.C.S./RPA provision
5.fi COST ANALYSIS - 1.0NRWAI.I. SECTION
The longwall section budgeted for the t 
lit 163,640 cans per month, was costed a:
ist comparison e 
Follows :
MONTHLY LAliOKR COSTS (treble shift operation)
5.8.1.1 HINISC R
21 x Skilled and semi­
skilled employees s
Accommodation S medical 
lion-is 9 30% basic 
Overtime 9 108 basic
3 x Face super
5 078,00
■t.
1.2 KNniMEERXHG R
6 x Skilled employees :
Basic woRe 6 999,74
Accommodation & medical I 414,22 
Bonus 6 30$ basic 1 499,92
Overtime g 102 basic 499,97
3 x Fitters 
3 x Electricians
U  670,66
5.8.2 CAPITA!. COST
140 x Dowty B 
Imported co
1 x Eickhotf 750kW shearer i 
Imported contents
1 x Dowty armoured face conveyor :
local contents
1 x Anderson Strnthclvde stace loader : 
Imported c.mtentu
Local contents 
Electrics (cost difference from hord am 
pillar mining)
Vceun freight
Back-up equipraen. including pan launchei 
pump ktution. hydraulic pipes
2 x Wagner chock irnvurs
5 040 000 
2 705 000
1 934 000
2 088 000
750 000 
746 000
) 300 000 
1 157 000
■j
M
The cost of capital for this equipment hosed on 
averaye production of 150 OOOt per month Is K5,27 t 
cast of capital of 20 percent per annum.
,8.3 REPLACEMENT COST
Hie replacement Is planned on an 
IndlvJcunl Items as shown below : 
EXPECTED
Powered supports Replec
Armoured face conveyor 
Stage loader 
Electrics 
Back-up equipment 
Chock movers
This equates to R3,6t per ton.
WORKING COST SUSPENSE
5.8.4,1 MAJOR OVERHAULS
Shearer Rl,2m per 3m tons 
Cutting drums R80 000 per
Armoured face conveyor 
(chains) 80,4m per 2m tons 
Supports 15 0 R30,< 00 each 
Stage loader (chains) 
Support movers overhaul 
'•vice W K240.000 
' le handler per face 
ustallation
stlmated life of
2 972 600
2 011 000 
265 000
330 000
360 000 
450 000 
120 000
. 1
.4.2 SUB ASSEMBLIES 
Shearer
Armoured fuco conveyor 
HupportB 
Sengs loader 
Support movers
470 000
1 450 000
145 000
2 675 000 I M
CONVEYOR BELTIHC
The capital and maintenance costs for the 
necessary I 200m r.nnveyor bolting was 
calculated to be R0,JS per con.
5.8.5 MONTHLY STORES COSTS (per section)
5.8.5.1 MINING 
Oonaumables
5.8.5.2 ENGINEERING 
Consumables 
Petroleum product
5.8.5 TOTAl. COST FOB LONUiM!. SiMi.i
Mining labo"V 
RnRineeriiig labour 
Capital cost 
Replacement cost 
Major overhauls 
Sub-nssemblica 
Conveyor beltip;
Mining stores 
EngineerinR utnrco
Additional r ■ 
mining sysi- .
: communal to all t
130 000
SZ22E
M i
tA4
A cost comparison ot the 3 mining systems under consideration 
is shown in figure 5.1, 2 and 3. The distribution of capital 
to labour and consumables costs is clearly illustrated.
5.9.1 CONVKKTTOK'' MINING
While labour costs for conventional mining are the 
highest of all 3 systems, capital and maintenance costs
CONTZNUOTS MX.VE8S
Capitol costs for the continuous miner section were more 
expensive that for the conventional section.
A reduction in operating costs is derived as a result of 
the saving in explosives being greater than the cost of 
coal cutting picks.
Maintenance costs for the continuou 
largely towards the higher material c
miner contribute
Longwull mining was found to be the most expensive 
method, although labour and operating material costs 
were significantly lower than for the other mining 
methods. T/!is is due to the high cost ot the equipment 
and the correspondingly more expensive spares.
'I At H'hAlV 'li ’-hiS
PHEVIW’S hTTl'ATTOK
of mining systems I 
nl labour has beet 
Europe and America,
CONVENTIONAL SECTION
CONVENTIONAL PRODUCTION COST 
7 2 4  c/TON
ENGINEERING CONTRIBUTION 
(37%)
MINING CONTRIBUTION 
(41%)
Fly h.l
I
CONTINUOUS MINER SECTION
CONTINUOUS MINER PRODUCTION COST 
832c/TO N
ENGINEERING CONTRIBUTIONMINING CONTRIBUTION
Fig 5.2
iLONGWALU SECTION
LONGWALL PRODUCTION COST 
1402 c /T O N
MINING CONTRIBUTION ENGINEERING CONTRIBUTION
Fig 5.3
South African labour, being considerably cheaper, has 
never required the same savings Co be made. Ac the 
start of che I980's, it was perceived that more 
substantial increases in the cost of labour would be a 
feature of the economic development of the country. 
What was not foreseen however, was the sharp decrease in 
che value of che rand and the resultant increase in the 
cost of imported machinery. As a result, labour costs 
were outstripped by the escalating price of machinery.
The inflationary impact on the more labour intensive 
methods did not therefore push them out of line with che 
other mining systems, and those that were reliant on 
expensive imported machinery, rose more sharply.
.10.2 Fl'Tl'HE EXPECTATIONS
Future expectations are that the value of the rand on 
the international market will remain weak, making 
imports expensive. Assuming that it does not depreciate 
further, lower rates of inflation in W,.stern Europe will 
be a limiting factor on price increases. After 1990, it 
is predicted that the rand will start to appreciate 
against the major foreign currencies.
Cost expectations over the next 5 years are based on 
labour inflating at an average of 15%. While many 
coniuo.ablea have risen in excess of the inflation rave, 
these are expected to ome more into line and escalate 
at a lesser rate to that of labour, i.e. 14% after 2 
years. Most of these materials are locally sourced.
3 Iffl?l.mo»ARY INDICES 
Current SEIFSA Indices and the consumer price index were 
consulted no determine the predicted rates of inflation 
for various categories of equipment and labour. From 
these, the following 5 year inflationary indices were 
constructed to represent what Is, in Che author's 
opinion, Che most likely trend.
SEPT. SEPT. SEPT.
'59 '90 '91
Labour 
Operating
materials 1,0000 1,1800 
Maintenance 
materials 1,0000 1,2000 1,4160
Equipment 1,0000 1,1800 1,3688
5.10.A CONCLUSION TO FUTURE MINING COSTS
Using the inflationary indices, the 
the different mining systems 5 
calculated.
Table 5.2 shows the predicted cost 
systems implemented in 1988, an 
predicted cost of commencing product
,3572 1,5603 1,7793 2,0106 
,3688 1,5604 1,7477 1,9574
It is evident from this 
conventional mining will r 
for the next 5 years.
inflationary see ..at
main the cheapce: alternative
fURKBKT OPERATING COSTS
CONVENTIONAL
Labour
. ,
A c -  .:
TABLE 5.2 COST Of OPF,RATIONS IN 5 YEARS TIME
COWVBKTTOKAL
Opemcing materiale • 3,60
Maintenance macerlola 4,82 
Copital/R.P.A. 1.62
TABLE 5.3 COS? OF COMMENCING MINIM IK 5 YEARS’ TIME 
CONTINUOUS 
CONVENTIONAL MINSK
Labour 3,06 2,75
Operating materials 3,60 2,68
Maintenance materials 4,82 5,85
Capital/R.P.A. 3,17 S.56
24.H  16,84
5.11 CONSEQUENCES Of INCREASED PRODUCTION
As reviewed In 5,1.2, the potential exists for increasing the 
production from the various mining methods, to differing
degrees.
Should the productivity of the 3 lining methods Increase to 
their hypothetical maximum, then the cost per ton of the 
continuous miner section would become very close to those of
the conventional section. This is due to the larger potential
which exisLB to Jncre.is.np, tiw productivity of the new. r, lesi 
familiar, and more exacting, mining method.
Fig. 5.4 shows how the cost per ton decreases as the production 
is increased. The cost per ton for major overhauls,
aub-flsaewblitiH and stores, were assumed to remain the same, 
while the t >st of labour, capital, R.P.A. and conveyor belting, 
was dacre.iaed.
CONTINUOUS 
WINES LOSGWALL
2.84 6.S8
l± d i 1L43
DECREASE IN COSTS WITH INCREASE IN PRODUCTION
CONVENTIONAL
VARIABLE
COXSWALL
PERCENTAGE IMPROVEMENT FROM TARGETED PRODUCTION
f.
M
TZSGRTED INCREASED
MINING PRODUCTION COST PRODUCTION Z COST FIXED
METHOD t R/TON TARGET INCREASE R/TOH COSTS
Conventional 50 000 7,24 65 000 30 6,46 3,85
Continuous
miner 37 500 8,32 60 000 60 6,65 3,86
Longuoll 150 000 14,02 190 000 26,7 11,96 4,29
Kith improvement, a continuous miner section can be operated at 
approximately the same cost as that of a conventional section, 
which explains the bias that certain operators have for one or 
other of the same,
5.12 GENERAL CONCLUSIONS
It is concluded that conventional mining still has a valuable 
role to play as the most economical method of underground coal 
mining, notwithstanding the fact that it is more labour 
intensive. Lower capital and maintenance costa more than make 
up for this.
5.12.1 SUPERVISION
The underground environment requires a particular type
of employee with skills and knowledge derived from years
of experience. The retention of these personnel is of 
groat importance to the industry when on expanding 
economy entices artisans into factory and service 
employment, offering competative salaries and more
favourable working conditions.
Perjovml uhortagua arc not restricted to the
engineering discipline and the training and retention of 
good miners is important if the shift overseer is to be 
allowed to operate uL his proper level, If not, outbya 
operations will suffer, resulting inevitably in 
unnecessary production delays.
It is important that the mining industry meets this 
challenge In order that it prosper and new mining 
methods run be successfully implemented.
tnvourable uccklcg
oporocions will suiter, resulting inevitably
mining iuduaery
/5.12.2 MAHARKMF.ST
’Xlio succcea of any mining operation is dependant to a 
large extent on the quality of the management. The 
efficiency with which the mining objectives are pursued 
and the relationship with the workforce end the unions 
.ire crucial determinants which have a fundamental 
bearing on this.
Problems should be skillfully countered by balancing a 
solution which suits the prevailing conditions. High 
tech. solutions can bring disappointing results and 
simpler remedies often give more reliable long term 
results for a lesser cost. Ideally, the degree of 
technological innovation should be carefully assessed so 
that it can be pitched at the skills level of the 
workforce.
5.12.3 CONVENTIONAL MIKING
The shortage of skilled technical personnel is a 
considerable problem with the operation of advanced 
mining methods, as proper maintenance and the skillful 
operation of the • qulpmcnt ore seriously affected.
The more simple conventional machines, which are very 
often backed up with spare units, reduces the critical 
impact of service and maintenance.
Increasing the level of engineering expertise would 
I'.'lug al.oiiu na.ior cost reductions through more efficient 
preventative maintenance and by increasing 
availabilities, thereby increasing production. The 
number of back-up machines could also be reduced.
The labour complement of the conventional section can 
also be reduced to fell more in line with those of 
American operators. An acceptable standard munc then be 
reached between costs, production and section standards.
5.12.4 CQNUNUOUS MIWHRS
Continuous minors have the ability to achieve extraction 
ratios compfltoble with lonRWOlla for a lower cost. 
Successful operation of these machines does require n 
more skilled level of maintenance and operation than 
conventional machinery.
5.U.5 J.OWCTALL MINING
Capital expenditure on mining equipment is tax 
deductable. If large amounts of money are spent on 
langwell mining equipment, a large turnover would be 
required if this is not to be the only major capital 
project which is to be planned.
Should labour costs inflate at a faster rata than 
material costs, then the more highly mechanised mining 
systems are go inf; to become increasingly attractive.
The capital and mointenance costs of this sophisticated 
equipment have already increased to such an extent as to 
give serious doubt to further installations by even Cite 
largest of coal producers working in the deepest mines,
5.12.6 BOMIS PAYMENT
Production bonus payments are an important management 
tool in the operation of any mining flyscem.
South African bonus payments for underground coal miners 
uru notably lower than those of European and American 
coal operators.
An Increase in such an incentive, calculated on weekly 
or monthly tons produced, would moke the operation more 
self-supervisory.
This is n very important consideration if the section is 
to he rim on n decreased complement where a more diverse 
workload in required of ve-h employee.
LABOUR RATES
The following rates of remuneration consistent with those agreed upon by 
cho Chaiubot of Mines, as of October 1968, were used for the purpose of the
Skill d a d  semi-skilled employees :
Accommodation, medical and benefits are calculated at an additional 25%.
Basic 1 675,93
F.F., medical aid 603,33
Housing costs 350,00
Bonus 127,S''
Overtime 530,02
Basic 1 753,33
P.F., medical aid 631,20
Housing costa 350,00
Bonus 196,00
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